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I thank my daughter ♥ Michelle,
whose patience, technical savvy
and consistent help, including
support throughout all my learning curves, has enabled various
family genealogy projects into a
reality.

The purpose of the e-book & the genealogy site
http://www.rootsreflections.ca is to:
leave a legacy for those who may choose to retrace our
paths, through the reflections of our stories and highlights — perhaps even long after we ourselves — have
departed from this life.

Foreword
The public e-book begins with the lives of Thomas William Walls II,
& ‘Grace’ Marie Helena Gracia Walls (née Robert), then onto their parents and so on.

This e-book is a work in progress and as such, is ever changing.

You Are Invited
to add and submit pictures from your own
collection, timelines, and stories
related to branches
of our family tree
email them to me for inclusion in the
e-book.
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Starting Point: Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Thomas William Walls II
(Son of Thomas William Walls I & Marie Elizabeth Walls (née Gomersall)
Married

Gratia ‘Grace’ Maria Helena Robert
(Daughter of Joseph Arthur Robert and Marie Amanda Robert (née
Girard-dit-Jolicœur)

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
At the turn of the century, workers typically put in 60-hour weeks spread over six days.
Source: StatsCan http://www.statcan.gc.ca/studies-etudes/75-001/archive/e-pdf/11-eng.pdf
In 1900, the average pay was 13 cents an
hour. A pound of butter cost 20 cents. People
lived in shanties or crowded apartments.
Among the working-class, the average life
expectancy was 50 years and one child in
four died before the age of one. Montreal
had the highest infant mortality rate in North
America along with New Orleans.
Source: http://www.cbc.ca/history/
EPISCONTENTSE1EP11CH4PA1LE.html
1905 St. Lawrence Main and St. Catherine Street, Montreal
Source: McCord Museum

STORMY DAY 1901
St. Catherine Street, Montreal, QC
Source: McCord Museum
Whenever flurries started to fall, hordes of unemployed
men would arrive with shovels in hand at City Hall on
Notre Dame Street, (Montreal) to clear the streets. A ‘pillbox sleigh’, a small horse drawn sled, (presumably physics
of weight & load required it so) held the shoveled snow.
Slow was the process. In February of 1905, the snow banks,
or ‘hog-backs’ as they were then called, were so incredibly
high on Mackay Street that residents organized themselves
to have them removed at their own expense. (Workers in
1908, were paid twenty cents an hour to clear the ‘hogbacks’.)
Click on the button for an awesome 2min audio-visual
history of snow removal in Montreal.
Source: Montreal Gazette

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
Built in 1900, Saint-Jean-De-La-Croix Church, Montreal
Source: Photo

1900’s A typical ship bringing passengers from
England to Canada Source: Photo Collections Canada

Thomas William Walls I, born 26 July 1879 Castleford,
Yorkshire England, was a passenger on the ship Dominion
which departed 11 May 1905 from the Port of Liverpool,
England, arriving 20 May 1905 at the Port of Montreal,
Quebec, Canada.
Passenger is listed as: Single; Profession: Mi? (machinist?
miner?)

Joseph Arthur Robert, born 6 Aug 1879 Laval, Quebec
Marie Amanda Girard-dit-Jolicoeur, born 15 May
1885 Laval, Quebec

MARRIED
28 May 1902
St-Jean-De-La-Croix
Church, Montreal
Quebec Canada

Mary Elizabeth Gomersall, born 27 Sept 1880 Castleford,
Yorkshire England, was a passenger on the ship Dominion
which departed 28 June 1906 from the Port of Liverpool,
England, arriving 8 June 1906 at the Port of Montreal,
Quebec, Canada
Passenger is listed as: S (ingle) (stamp) TO BE MARRIED;
Profession: (stamp) GEN LAB. [labourer] Domestic(?)
MARRIED
13 Sep 1906
St. Catharines
Church Montreal,
Quebec Canada

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
1905 Aerial Photo of Vickers Plant, Montreal Quebec

Question:
Perhaps both father
and son originally
worked for Canadian
Vickers? Needs more
research!

Background: Aerial view of *Canadian Vickers, plant in Montreal. The enormous Canadian Vickers Ltd. shipyard was
founded at the end of Viau Boulevard just before the outbreak of WWI. Under its own designs and others, it built,
under licence, aircraft and ships until 1944. Aerospace manufacturer Canadair Ltd had its origins in the aircraft division
of Canadian Vickers Ltd, formed in 1923 then, in 1927 Canadair was purchased by Canadians.
Thomas William Walls I was born in **Leeds, a West Riding of Yorkshire, was a machinist, went back and forth
regularly to register patents in England, and Dad (Thomas William Walls II) apprenticed at the same company as his
father.
*It was a subsidiary of the UK parent: Vickers, Sons & Maxim’s Naval Construction who had Works in: **Barrow-inFurness), Sheffield, Erith, Crayford, Birmingham, Dartford. Their Head Office was Vickers House, Broadway, London,
SW England.
Note: The **Barrow Shipbuilding Company was taken over by the Sheffield steel firm of Vickers in 1897, by which time
the shipyard had surpassed the railway and steelworks as the largest employer and landowner in Barrow. Sheffield is a
city and metropolitan borough in South Yorkshire, England, historically part of the West Riding of Yorkshire.

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
Typhoid was nothing new in Montreal
1909 ad in the Montreal Star

In 1909 the first week of early December, one tabloid reported that
some eight people had died of typhoid in the Town of Westmount
alone.
By late December of 1909, 3000 cases and its spread into the northern
suburbs of the city, was reported in the Montreal Star “typhoid
is epidemic in many well defined areas of the city and its cause is
obvious – a polluted water supply.”
To cope with the spreading illness, on January 4, 1910, the Montreal
Emergency Typhoid Hospital opened its doors given that the five
public hospitals (Royal Victoria, Montreal General, Western, HotelDieu and Notre-Dame) could no longer cope.
Source: Robert N. Wilkins, local historian

In 1910 Montreal had
hundreds of milkmen.
Most of them were
independent tradesmen
who operated their own
exclusive milk runs.
In 1925 the City of
Montreal made it
compulsory to pasteurize
milk and assigned
inspectors to enforce the
regulations.
Source: McCord Museum

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
Canada Census 1911 (Mom’s parents)

Lovell Directory Montreal & Area

Year: 1911-1912
Alphabetical: Robert Section Ro page 3 de 31
Text : Robert Jos milkman 617 Casgrain ave

Robert & wife, child: on line #36,37,38

Clicking on the button: takes you to an option (pdf/
jpg) for viewing a microfiche of the original 1911
Census document.

*CANADA CENSUS 1911

District: 172 – Maisonneuve Sub District #148
Montréal - Laurier Ward
Surname: Robert Given Name(s): Joseph Age: 32 Province: Quebec
Street address: 617 Casgrain
Occupation: Laitier (Milkman delivering milk door to door)
self employed
Family: Wife: Marie Robert Age 26 b. May 1885
Child: Fleur Ange Robert Age 6 b. May 1905
*Since 1851 a census has occurred every 10 years in Canada. The original
purpose of the census was to help determine parliamentary representation
based on population.

Link:
http://bibnum2.banq.qc.ca/bna/lovell/fp/19111912/p115_3.htm

Cannot find: Thomas William
Walls I
(Dad’s parents) in 1911 Census
though they arrived in Canada by
1905 (nor by searching for any of
the children i.e. Phyllis, Rose, Irene
who were born before 1911).
NOTE: Thos Walls Machinist
living on Bordeaux is in the Lovell
Directory
Montreal, year 1909

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940

September 1912 British suffragette
Barbara Wiley visits Montreal.
Source: Montreal Standard
Newspaper

Britain entered the First
World War (1914–1918)
by declaring war
on Germany. Since
Canada was legally
part of its Dominion,
automatically, it too was
then at war. In Quebec,
most vociferously
denounced, was
conscription in the
1917 Canadian Military
Service Act.
The tensions between
French and British
Canada intensified. The
rift between French
and English-speaking
Canadians was indelible
and would last for years
to come.
Source photo: National
Archives Canada

Voluntary Aid Detachment
Recruitment poster seeking
women for Great Britain’s
Voluntary Aid Detachment
(VAD).
While VADs lacked the
formal medical training
of nurses, they provided
medical assistance to
countless patients during
the war. By the end of
1917, more than 1,800
Canadian women had
become VADs, and at least
500 were sent overseas.
Source: Canadian Museum
of History Corporation

Artist: G Noël

WWI Recruiting Posters

1915 The Lookout, Mount Royal Park, Montreal QC
Sunday: For thousands of Montrealers, it was the only day of
rest after a six-day work week.
Source: McCord Museum

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940

Thomas William Walls II born 30
September 1915 who then lived
with his family at 1278 Parthenais,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
link http://bibnum2.bnquebec.ca/bna/lovell/
fp/1914-1915/p130_4.htm

Lovell Directory Montreal & Area
Year 1914-1915
Alphabetical Section:
Wa page 4 de 22
Text: Walls Thomas Machinist
1278 Parthenais

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
Widespread throughout Canada was the opposition to WWI
Conscription (including farmers, employers, recent immigrants), but
open opposition was left to French-speakers, primarily in Quebec.
Source: McCord Museum

1917 Anti WWI conscription parade at Victoria Square, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
First in Canada: In 1916,
Manitoba’s women win
the right to vote and to
hold elective office in
provincial elections.
Nellie McClung (Mooney):
1873-1951; Canadian
Suffragette, Author (17
works), Activist (social
& moral reform), wife,
mother (5 children)
Quote:
“Never retreat,
Never explain,
Never apologize.”

In 1918, finally, the Women’s Franchise
Act was passed in Canada, permitting all
women citizens to vote in federal elections.
Nellie McClung was a skilful speaker and used wit (i.e. “Our worthy opponents
will emphasize the fact that women are the weaker vessel. Well, I should think
that a woman who cooks for men, washes and bakes and scrubs and sews for
her family could stand the extra strain of marking a ballot every four years.”):
and irony to make her point (i.e. Winnipeg suffragettes held a mock parliament
in January 1914, arguing against giving men the vote —McClung played
(Manitoba’s Premier) Roblin, mimicking him hilariously in a performance widely
credited for popularizing the Suffrage campaign).
Re-enactment video (1 minute): Nellie McClung FROM THE Heritage Minutes
COLLECTION

https://www.historicacanada.ca/content/heritage-minutes/nellie-mcclung
comprehensive: http://www.mhs.mb.ca/docs/mb_history/32/womenwonthevote.shtml
By 1921 the standard manufacturing work week was 52 hours. (from 1921 to 1946 it
fell to 50 ½ and by 1957 the work week was 40 hours and has remained so to date.)
Source: http://www.statcan.gc.ca/studies-etudes/75-001/archive/e-pdf/11-eng.pdf

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
“Grace” Maria Helena Gratia born 3 Jan 1922, who
then lived with her family in Park Extension Montreal,
Quebec, Canada

Lovell Directory Montreal & Area
1920-1921 Alphabetical
Section Ro page 3 de 35 Mo
Text : Robert J A grocer 3150-3154
Verville
(Park Extension)
Note: Picture of a typical store front
of that time.

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940

WWI ENDS 1918
11th Hour, 11th Day, 11 month

Artist: G Noël

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940

1925 Typical Store Front, Montreal

Source: McCord Museum

Montréal 1920-25. Tramways extra.
Publication: Montreal 1900-1930.
L’heure de pointe sur “La Main”, boul. SaintLaurent.
Site précis non identifié. Peut être coin SaintLaurent et Sherbrooke.
Translation: The actual street is not identified.
It may be at the corner of Saint-Laurent and
Sherbrooke.

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
1925 Montreal
Earthquake

1920/30s + Typical triplex apartments: Rue Cartier, Montreal, QC

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940

Old Postcard
Text: St. Catherine St. West, Shopping District,
Montreal
Circa; 1930s

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940

To meet the demand from all the
people who flooded into the city
between 1900 and 1930, huge
numbers of multi-family dwellings
were built.
Those that moved to the city
sometimes had to share dark,
poorly ventilated dwellings that
were not connected up to the
drinking water system or the
sewer system. Such crowded living
conditions, on top of a general lack
of hygiene, increased the risk of
contagion and epidemic.

1925 New triplex development, Montreal, QC
Another shortage of reasonably priced rental accommodation, between 1940 and 1945, occurred when 65,000 people
moved to the city to work in the factories producing goods for the war effort.
After the Second World War, housing development spread to neighbourhoods such as Ville-Émard and Notre-Damede-Grâce and to the areas north of Villeray and along the Rivière-des-Prairies. This development went hand in hand
with a gradual shift in population from the city centre to the outskirts
Montreal was (and still is) known as a city of renters. In comparison with other cities in Canada, Montreal had a large
pool of rental accommodation in the form of duplexes, triplexes and other multi-unit residential buildings.
Source: McCord Museum

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
In 1925 Arthur Sicard invents a snowblower
(born: 1876 (Saint-Léonard-de-Port-Maurice)

Arthur Sicard (1876–1946) is generally
credited as the inventor of the first
practical snow blower (born: SaintLéonard-de-Port-Maurice Quebec). In
1925 Sicard completed his first prototype,
based on a concept he described in
1894. He founded Sicard Industries in
Sainte-Thérèse, Quebec and by 1927
his vehicles were in use removing
snow from the roadways of the town of
Outremont, now a borough of Montreal.
His company is now a division of SMISnowblast, Inc. of Watertown, New York.
Source: Wikipedia

Roman Catholic nuns on Bleury
Street, Montreal, QC
Circa: 1930s

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940

1927 Bonsecours Market
Photo Source: McCord Museum

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940

1928 Cutting Ice
Photo Source: McCord Museum

Needed a lot of ice to keep all those ice-boxes everyone
had to keep food cool – imagine the ice required during Montreal’s summer heat! Perhaps a loosing battle?

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940

Montreal economy suffers a rapid collapse
The great depression
From 1930 to 1933, the Montreal economy suffered a rapid collapse, and the recovery
that eventually followed would be hopelessly slow. It brought an abrupt end to the
hopes of the preceding decade plunging Montreal in an economic disruptive crisis
that would affect an entire population in varying degrees for some fifteen odd years.
1931 People eating at a soup kitchen. Montreal
Source: Library & Archives Canada

Source: http://www2.ville.Montreal.qc.ca/archives/500ans/portail_archives_en/
rep_chapitre10/chapitre10-1.html

“Moving Day”, Montreal, QC, about 1930
Source: McCord Museum
Many moved
Montréal paid for a large
in result of
portion of unemployment
eviction unable
relief.
to pay their
Montréal was placed under
rent – unable to
government trusteeship
find employment.
from 1940-1944.
Source http://www2.
ville.Montreal.qc.ca/
archives/500ans/portail_
archives_en/rep_chapitre10/
chapitre10-3.html

Burial of electric wires under Avenue du Parc [detail]1933.
Source : Ville de Montréal. Gestion de documents et archives, VM98,SY,SS3,P39.

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
In the 1920s -- 1930s, Canada's was a small
and dependant economy. For years it
produced raw materials, manufactured and
agriculture goods for export to Britain and
United States. By the end of 1933, half of the
American financial institutions that existed in
1929 had disappeared.
Source: http://www.themontrealreview.com/
great_depression.php

Montreal’s unemployment rate climbed to 30%.
The prairie provinces, hit by the dirty 30s and the Depression suffered great
hardship and devastation.
In Alberta there were no buyers for wheat, even at give-away prices. Stella,
who owned a large farm outside Okotoks, thought it a travesty, being
required to burn wheat in her stove to keep from freezing over the harsh
winter, while at the same time people were starving.

The unrelenting depression was followed
by World War II, which, though it brought
prosperity, was nonetheless an exception that
further delayed a return to normal life.

Canadian soldiers to Britain 1939
Source: Library and Archives Canada
Archived Content image PA 137186

Canadian Recruiting Poster WWII
© National Film Board of Canada. Reproduced
with permission of the NFB from www.nfb.ca
http://www3.nfb.ca/ww2/copyright.htm

Artist: G Noël

As well as working in industry and agriculture,
women were also encouraged to join the women’s
wing of the Canadian army, the Canadian
Women’s Army Corps, where they performed
such unconventional functions as maintaining
and driving military vehicles and signalling.
Source: National Film Board of Canada

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940

The telephone was taking its place as an essential tool
Source: Canada Post Office Department
Creator: Designed by Ray Webber

Sewing Machine
1937 Eaton’s
Catalogue
Pedal: $48.00
(Like Mom had)

Source: Archives de folklore
Université Laval QC

French Canadians enlisted, but their
participation remained inferior to that of
English Canadians, a situation that fuelled
strong tensions between the two groups.
Conscription, as in 1917 WWI, once
again became a central subject of debate.
A plebiscite on the issue was held in
1942. Though massively rejected by the
French-speaking population, the draft was
imposed in 1944.
Source: http://www2.ville.Montreal.qc.ca/
archives/500ans/portail_archives_en/rep_
chapitre10/chapitre10-4.html

Woman and Bomb WWII
Source: Library and Archives Canada
Archived Content Image PA 145665
Anti-Conscription Protest WWII
Source: Library and Archives Canada
Archived content Image PA-107910

Visual backdrop of Montreal 1900 to 1940
WWII
By 1940 Montreal factories were soon running
at full capacity. Munitions factories and an
airplane manufacturing plant were built. Ship
and rail yards began intensive production of
military equipment.
The war brought rationing of many products,
especially durable goods. Unable to spend
all their income, Montrealers began to save.
The City’s finances quickly recovered once
unemployment aid programs were eliminated
and citizens were able to begin paying taxes
again.

1942 Saint Catherine Street, Montreal Quebec

Mom: ‘Grace’ Robert (Daughter of Joseph Arthur Robert & Ma
Dad: Thomas William Walls, II (Son of Thomas William Walls I, &

Events Timeline: from birth until the
The parents of Grace Robert were
born in Quebec.
Thomas Walls II
born 1915

The parents: of Tom Walls II were
born in England and arrived in
Montreal in 1905.

‘Grace’ Robert
born 1922

When Thomas Walls II was born, his
parents lived at 1276 Parthenais,
Montreal (runs parallel to Jacques
Cartier Bridge & Saint Catherine
crosses it). Source: Annuaires Lovell
de Montréal et sa banlieue (18421999 BAnQ)

1910

1915

Montreal builds its first waterfiltration plant due to unsafe
drinking water

1920

First World War
Aspirin

2/3 of milk sold
in Montreal is
unpasteurized,
leading to high
infant mortality
due to drinking
contaminated
unpasteurized
milk especially in
summer

When Grace Robert was born, her
parents lived at 3150-3154 Verville,
(P.X.) Parc-Extension, Montreal
Source: Annuaires Lovell de Montréal
et sa banlieue (1842-1999 BAnQ)

Model T Ford
Manufactured in
Canada

Preserving food in an ICEBOX
through summer heat, was but an
attempt at best.

Diphtheria
vaccine

1925
Tuberculosis
vaccine

Royal Canadian Air Force
formed out of the CAF

Tetanus
vaccine

arie Amanda Robert (Girard-dit-Jolicœur)
Mary Elizabeth Walls (Gomersall)
Thomas
William
Walls I
b 1879
d 1940

e date of their 1940 Marriage

s
e

age 60

Thomas
Machinist:
Apprentice

Thomas is recruited by
the RCAF
Rank of Sergeant
Gets Engineering Certificate
in Toronto

1930

1935

Thomas William Walls, I
who was born Castleford, England
dies Montreal, Quebec.
His wife, Mary, would survive him
for another 23 years.

Thomas Walls & Grace Robert
marry

1940

1945

Great Depression
Penicillin
Talking
Pictures (movies)

Radio

Second World War
Independently, Canada
declares war on
Germany
Winston
Churchill Recruitment Poster
addresses
Canadian
Parliament

From 1931 to 1941, the percentage
of French-Canadian households with a
radio receiver increased from 37.5% to
70.6%

Commercial flights across
Canada

Family Relocations:
joseph robert & spouse amanda jolicoeur
Family residence in Montreal QC
According to Mom’s (Grace Walls (Robert) handwritten notes:
the Robert family changed residence:
1st Residence: Rue Clark
2nd Residence: Ave Casgrain
3rd Residence: (year 1922) Rue Verville at Rue Durocher
4th Residence: Ave Bloomfield
5th Residence: Belmont
6th Residence: Jean Talon Ave

Some roads (e.g. Rue Verville)
have been broken up or
rerouted over the years due
to redevlopment such as the
construction of the 401.
Note: The street
numbers went
though periodic
re-numberings as
development brought
changes i.e. 1928/29
Jos Robert’s address
changed from 3467
to 7451 Bloomfield as
per Lovell 1928-1929
Section: Addenda/
Errata page 1 de 5.

Rue Clark address is verified in 1901 Census & The Lovell St Directory
Ave Casgrain address is verified in 1911 Census & The Lovell St Directory
Rue Verville is verified through The Lovell St Directory & at the time of
Mom’s birth (1922) it was Jos Robert’s address (occupation: grocer)
Avenue Bloomfield is verified through The Lovell St Directory from 1927
through to year 1934/35 from then onward he is not listed in the Lovell
Directory
Ave Jean Talon W is verified through The Lovell St Directory 1948 text:
Mrs A wid Jos 787 J Talon W (Joseph Robert (husband) died in
1947)

Family Relocations:
Thomas Walls I & spouse Mary gomersall
Family Residence
in Montreal QC

Thomas Walls I, Dad’s father, does not appear in the Lovell Street Directory, Montreal: (Alphabetical) for years 1904
through to 1909.*
In the Lovell 1909-1910 Directory Text: Walls Thos, [Occupation] Mach 1302a Bordeaux Montreal
And in the Lovell Street Directory 1914/15: Walls Thomas Machinist 1278 Parthenais (the year Dad was born)
In 1929 Directory: Text: Walls Thos mach 1692 Cartier (Logan E (1885) intersects, Papineau Ward)
In 1933 Directory: Text: Thomas mach 1692 Cartier (when Dad was age 18)

Thomas William Walls II
was the 7th child born in a large family of 11
children.
There was plenty of mothering and fussing, by
parents and six older Sisters in celebration of
the very first male born into the family.

Born
30 Sept 1915

It was later discovered that he had a Heart
murmur (valve problem). The Prognosis:
“would be lucky to reach the age of 30”. Those
odds were defied, through advances in heart
surgery and a physically active lifestyle, resulting into his 81 year lifespan.

...you are invited to add a story:
GROWING-UP (Source: sisters’ input; stories told to one, some, or all of us)
Dad’s British mother, Mary Walls (Gomersall), cooked and served typical English fare, such as pig’s feet, heart, liver etc. The
butcher typically scrapped those cuts, or simply gave them away: a friendly outcome for the Walls budget when feeding their
household. (Attached to english fare, Dad’s taste buds wanted dumplings in stews, Yorkshire pudding, head cheese, mincemeat pie, rice
pudding, lemon curd to name a few favourites. So of course, Mom had to learn to cook all those dishes.) Meal time: their Father and
whoever was earning wages, were served and had their meal first, those who didn’t, had theirs after. (Perhaps a custom in British
households?)
At the age of seven or eight his father handed him a violin and said “play”. He could not play, his Father was disgusted and
disappointed that his Son did not have the gift nor talent, that he himself possessed, having ability to play any instrument at
will.
Dad’s first job (when a youngster): Picking strawberries for a nickle a quart, but after a couple of days, he realized he could not
make money at that job. They were so delicious, he could not resist the temptation to fill his stomach. (He didn’t loose the desire for
that berry. Later in life, he planted and was quite proud of the strawberry patch in his backyard at the Pierrefonds, Quebec home.)
He was sent by his mom to pick up his father’s pay at the Company when his father was away in England registering patents.
As a young lad, awed and impressed he was, that though his father was away, not even being at work, despite not working he
nevertheless got his pay.
Residence:
St Catherine was a cross street. On one side the English lived, and the other the French. As a pass-time, the boys lined up, each
on their own side of the street. They’d yell and taunt, calling names, threatening, throwing stones, sticks and even fist-fighting.
On a particular day, Dad had run home to hide from the boys outside, when his Father questioned what’s happening, given that
response, his father took him by scruff of the neck and shoved him outside with the command “get out there, defend yourself,
and don’t take any crap from anybody”. So he learned quickly to take care of himself.

Thomas William Walls II

DURING HIS YOUTH
Summers and weekends
he helped support the
family taking jobs such
as selling hotdogs
and ice cream at the
Montreal Royals
Baseball Stadium
He was entrepreneurial,
a go-getter and
remained so all his life

Education: He was educated in English, had grade 7 education and proud of it.
Then, he apprenticed as a Tool & Dye machinist at the same Company where
his own Father worked. Several years of engineering experience later, he also
obtained a Toronto Engineering Certificate.
He played golf, enjoyed skiing and was a frequent guest during summer weekends, at a
Sibling’s Plage Laval cottage, in Quebec.

The Great Depression:

Though most suffered greatly during 1930’s, perhaps Dad’s family, though they may have faced typical
constraints, were not as hard pressed as others. That time-period was not mentioned in conversation.
Likely his Sweepstake winnings were shared with the family as were the wages earned when residing with his
parents?

Though it was illegal
to gamble, Dad bought
himself an Irish
sweepstake ticket.

Where’s?
the boat picture?
me on my horse
a winning ticket $8000(?)
(age: 22?)
Dad’s Favourite song Begin the Beguine he often hummed it and greatly enjoyed dancing to it.
In 1938 the Artie Shaw version became a best-selling record peaking at No. 3.
The music is slow, yet it has a spirited-rhythmic tempo. On the dance floor, it’s a close couples’ dance (similar in dance-style
to a slow rumba).
Listen to it on: You Tube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNcPnEc99UE

Thomas William Walls II

...you are invited to add a story:
GROWING-UP (Source: sisters’ input; stories told to one, some, or all of us)
As a young boy he and others all in their own areas, would while away their time by playing pranks such as: tie back door
apartments together, ring the doorbells and quickly hide away, laughing and smirking, as they watched tenants pulling and
struggling to open their doors: or they’d gather excrement and strategically place it at the door, ring the doorbell and repeating
same, in hope of watching the tenant step out and into the shit as he or she searched for a culprit. These shenanigans in a boy’s
eyes were innocent fun, they being wonderful and most entertaining diversions.
His sisters had a curfew – the house was locked at curfew time. Those of his sisters who found themselves locked out would tap
on Dad’s bedroom window for him to open so as to gain access to the house.
His British mother cooked and served typical English fare such as pigs’ feet, heart, liver, etc. destined for throw-away as Quebec
cuisine rejected such cuts. Everything was cooked with lard. Food was not wasted. And each family member got their allotment
of food. Even though the butcher supplied their household with gratis cuts it was quite expensive to feed a family of twelve.
At the age of 10 he watched the
construction of the Jacques Cartier Bridge
(formerly known as the Harbour Bridge)
which began in May 1925. Their family
lived but a couple of blocks away from
Notre Dame Street and Dad was in awe of
and impressed by the superstructure built
between September 1926 and September
1929. It required 33,000 tons of steel and
cost C$23 million to build. For many an
hour he watched it's building progress, the
heavy machinery working on site, and the
girders being assembled.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Jacques_Cartier_Bridge
(This I was told when Dad took me to
visit his old neighbourhood when I was
fortunate enough to live in Montreal for a
short while in the late 70's.)

Photo Source McCord Museum under the access number MP1976.254.48 © McCord Museum, Montreal, Canada, 2007

Marie Helena Gracia Robert
Was the 2nd surviving child born into a
family of 5 surviving children.
There was much celebration when, as an infant, her weight, & health blossomed and
thrived.

Born
3 Jan 1922

From birth onward, as a primary nourishment, she had been fed crushed bananas and
so, It was opined to be the reason and direct
result for a thriving Healthy infant.

...you are invited to add a story:
GROWING-UP (Source: sisters’ input; stories told to one, some, or all of us)
When Mom was born, her surviving sister, Fleur-Ange ‘Florence’ was 18 years old (born in 1904). In effect, Florence was more
like a second mother than a sister. There had been 12 infant mortalities between the birth of ‘Florence’ and the survival of Mom.
By 1927 three more children, Jean-Paul, Rita and Aurèle were born. All children, with the exception of Aurèle who was born at
St. Roch, were born at St-Jean de la Croix, Quebec.
Economically as a family, they were reasonably positioned. Their parents, Joseph Robert and Amanda Robert (Girard-ditJolicœur) had a grocery store. And, Joseph also retained his prior, early morning door-to-door, milk route. In addition, Mémère
(Amanda) was a seamstress (declares herself as: couturier in 1911 Canada Census).
Then, during the Great Depression from 1930 to 1933, the economy suffered a rapid collapse. Her parents lost everything, the
store and their livelihood along with it. Mom was 8 years old when hard times began and was in her mid-teens by the time some
economic improvements occurred. In 1931 her Sister Florence (age 27) married Uncle Jimmy (Abbott) in Saint-Roch (location:
Nord La Petite Patrie et Parc Extension). The Robert family had lived in Saint-Roch since at least 1927 as per (youngest brother)
Aurèle’s birth place location.
The Great Depression monetary blows visited a crushing effect on her Father, who took up the bottle, drowning his sorrows in
drink. In consequence, it was her mother who tended the children, doing whatever it took to provide for her family including
taking in washing. By the late 1930s, in summer, the successful venture of a concession stand, serving fries, hot dogs, etc. at Plage
Robert, Pointe-Calumet in Quebec became the family’s primary source of income - which financially carried them, from year to
year.
According to Mom’s handwritten notes, (in answer to my brother in law, C’s genealogy enquiries in 1970, at Pierrefonds), her
parents moved:
1st: Rue Clark; 2nd: Casgrain (690 Casgrain, verified 1911 Canadian Census); 3rd: Verville ou Durocher P.X. (Park Extension); 4th:
Birkadale ou Bloomfield; 5th: Belmont; 6th: Jean Talon.

Education: She had a Primary grade 7 education,
in the french language through a typical Catholic
convent taught by Nuns.

1940 Sears Catalogue

Before the Children Came
Plage Robert 1939?
Mom’s 2 favourite songs: À la claire fontaine
(“By the clear fountain”) is a traditional French
song which she frequently hummed as she did
her chores. The song may have appeared as
early as 1608 when the first permanent French
settlement was established. The song speaks of a
lover stopping by a fountain, hearing a nightingale
singing, and thinking about his beloved, whom he
lost after failing to buy her a bouquet of roses.
La vie en rose released as a single in 1947 French
singer Édith Piaf (translated: “Life Through RoseColored Glasses”)

Being French,

Being English,

he spoke little french.

she spoke little english.

I’d sure like a better
picture of
me for
this wedding picture

Dance in
Pointe-Calumet
(Belle Plage Robert)
Quebec

He did like to dance!
most had a problem
following his lead
on the dance
floor

She had noticed him at
previous dances Towards the end of
the evening
finally
he asked her to dance

Pleasantly surprised he was,
announcing “You can dance and follow”!!!
as he led her around the floor, deploying his most
intricate dancing manoeuvres.

Courtship Summer 1939
Grace Robert & Tom Walls ]]

Source: Home Movies Thomas William Walls II
Date: Likely summer of 1939 – prior to their marriage (Grace Robert is
not wearing a wedding ring.) link to video:
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=56
Belle Plage Robert, Pointe-Calumet,
(Lac des Sables) QC
Pictures: Vehicle with advertising
and the "Place your order window"

Concession Stand: Where
clients place their order:
Source: Walls movie_001

Courtship Summer 1939
Pointe-Calumet: Plage Robert

Perhaps located at ?: Lac Des Sables, QC -

Grace Robert & Tom Walls ]]

Courtship Summer 1939
‘Grace’ Robert & Tom Walls ]]

Dad (Thomas Walls II)

Place: Plage Robert, Pointe-Calumet QC

Mom (‘Grace’ Robert)

Video Link: Courtship: Thomas Walls & Grace Robert; Summer 1939 (video: 6 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=56&medialinkID=78

Mom's mother: Marie Amanda Robert (Girard-Jolicœur)

Marie Amanda Robert

???

Grace Robert ??

Courtship Summer 1939
‘Grace’ Robert & Tom Walls ]]

Place: Plage Robert, Pointe-Calumet QC

Our cousins: (Twins) Jaqueline & Florence Abbott

(Uncle) Jimmy Abbott
(Aunt) Florence Abbott (Robert) &
(Mom) Grace Robert

Mom's Sister: Rita Robert (Charbonneau) ?

?

View of Robert Beach & concession stand in background

Courtship Summer 1939
Grace Robert & Tom Walls ]]

Place: The brick exterior suggests the Montreal
Walls family residence

Grace Robert
Mary Walls (Dad’s Mother)
No wedding
ring

Mary Walls (Dad’s Mother)
Link to her profile page:
http://www.rootsreflections.
ca/getperson.
php?personID=I213&tree=tree2

Grace Robert & Sammy Walls
(Dad’s brother)

Thomas Walls' 10 siblings:
Phyllis
Rose
Irene
Anne
‘Lena’
Mary
John
Alexandria
‘Sammy’
William

Grace Robert’s 4 siblings:
‘Florence’
Jean-Paul
Rita
Aurèle

Grace Robert

Thomas Walls II

Wedding

Grace Robert & Tom Walls ]]

Thomas William Walls ]]

Son of: Thomas William Walls ] and,
Mary Elizabeth Walls (Gomersall)

Marriage To
‘Grace’ Marie Helena Gracia Robert
Daughter of: Joseph Arthur Robert and Marie
Amanda Robert (Girard-dit-Jolicœur)

November 4 1940
Our Lady of Lourdes Church
Toronto Ontario
When they married … Dad was age 25, Mom was age 18 (two months shy of 19).
When I asked Mom why they had gone to Toronto to marry, Mom replied that Aunt Florence had
announced she would host their wedding, and so it enabled them as a couple, to have at least a
honeymoon weekend away.
Video Link: Thomas Walls & Grace Walls (Robert) (video:1 min)
Maybe on their honeymoon in Toronto?
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=80&medialinkID=243

Consequence of this marriage: 32 descendants as of 2016.

Thomas Walls II & ‘Gr

Married life

(for privacy reasons: first initial of bir

Thomas Walls & Grace
Robert marry
Residence:
98 Broadway Ave
Montreal East QC

Family moves
to Moose Jaw
Saskatchewan
1956

Family moves to
Centralia Ontario
1951

S
G
C

1940

H

G marries

1945

WWII Ends

Television
in most
homes
Transistor is
invented

1960

1955

1950

Electric
fridges

Wringer Washer

L

Joseph Robert
d.1946
(mom’s father)

Polio
vaccine
is tested

Automatic
Washers/ Hurricane
Hazel
Dryers
The birth
control pill
is invented.

Computer
language is
developed
(Fortran).

Saskatchewan
has provincial
health care

The microchip is
invented.

race’ Walls (Robert)

e: Timeline

rth & marital spouses unnamed)

Family moves to Montreal 1966
Mom, Dad, H, L, T

C marries
H marries

Family Reunion
July 1971
Deseronto, ON

S marries

Tom & ‘Grace’ Walls
(Mom & Dad)
move to Ajax Ontario 1985

Thomas Walls retires

L marries

T marries

H marries

T
Mémère
d.1981

Jimmy Abbott
d. 1976

1965
Audio
Cassette is
invented.

Cuban
crisis

1970
Most have
coloured
TV

1980
Electronic
sewing
machine

Perma-press
Man walks on the
fabric is
Pneumonia
moon.
invented.
vaccine
Women join the
Measles
Chicken Pox
work force.
vaccine
vaccine

Open heart
surgery is
commonplace
By 1980
video tapes of
movies

Mom: ‘Grace’
Walls (Robert)
d.1987

Dad: Thomas
Walls II
d.1997

1990

By the 1990s
most homes had a
computer

2000

Sheep
cloned
Lyme disease
vaccine

Residence: Thomas Walls II / ‘Grace’ Walls
Both his father (see: Thomas William
Walls I) and himself, were professional
machinists (mechanical engineers).
Information points to their employer as
being *Canadian Vickers. Limited
(*dry dock – aircraft operations: address:
5136 Rue Notre-Dame East) and also the
enormous shipyard on Viau Boulevard
founded just before the outbreak of
WWI.
*Source: Lovell Directory year: 1940
Section C page 19 de 22 Text: Canadian
Vickers Ltd dry docks 5136 Notre Dame
East.
Note: Canadair absorbed the Canadian
Vickers Ltd. aircraft operations in November
1944.

98 Broadway Avenue, Montreal East, QC
From: 1941 to 1951

After their Marriage they resided at 98 Broadway Avenue, though he was fairly close
to his place of work, everyone else in the Robert and Walls family were located west of
Broadway Ave.

Residence: Thomas Walls II / ‘Grace’ Walls
98 Broadway Avenue, Montreal East, QC
From: 1941 to 1951

Aerospace manufacturer Canadair Ltd had its origins in the aircraft
division of Canadian Vickers Ltd, formed in 1923 then, in 1927
Canadair was purchased by Canadians and during WWII produced
the Canso, a long-range flying boat used for maritime patrol.

Source: http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/canadair-ltd/

Assembly of Consolidated ‘Canso’ A flying boat at
Canadian Vickers Ltd., Montreal, QC, April 1944.

Source: Photo: National Film board
Canadian War Museum

During the Second World War, the Canadian aircraft industry grew
to employ nearly 116,000 workers, 30,000 of whom were women. It
delivered 16,418 aircraft to fill Allied orders, chiefly from Britain and
the United States, but also for use by the RCAF and BCATP. Before
the war, there had been only eight small plants making about forty
aeroplanes annually in the entire country.

Source: Canadian War Museum

Necessarily the work place changed dramatically.

Veronica Foster became
known as the Bren Gun Girl
Source: Photo National Film Board/
Library & Archives Canada

Canadian Vickers and de Havilland were constructing
large numbers of premier Allied combat aircraft under
license, including the Mosquito, Bolingbroke (Blenheim),
PBV Canso, and Lancaster Mk X. In the same manner,
Australia, faced with a long supply chain, spooled up its
own aeronautical industry, license building Mosquitos,
Tiger Moths, Beauforts, Beaufighters and others.

Source: Vintage Wings of Canada

Links (RootsReflections.ca)
Family Movies/Photo Albums/profile pages
1939 Thomas Walls & Sisters - Skiing Mount Royal (video: 2 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=55
Thomas Walls & co-workers 1939 (video: 2 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=83
1939 Courtship Thomas Walls & Grace Robert (video: 6 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=56
Thomas Walls & Grace Walls 1940 (Honeymoon?) (video: 1 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=80
The Walls & Robert family Summer 1943 (video: 5 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=81
Walls Family Christmas 1946/47 (video: 2 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=54
Walls & Family Celebrating Christmas - throughout the years (video: 35 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=89
Trip: From Moose Jaw Sask to Nova Scotia 1965 (video: 20 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=86
Walls Family 1964/65/66 including birthdays (video: 15 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=84&medialinkID=259
Walls trip to Banff & Waskesiu 1965 (video: 10 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=53&medialinkID=64
Departing Moose Jaw Sask to reside in Montreal, Quebec (video: 20 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=87
Summer Afternoon in the backyard (Pierrefonds) 1959 (video: 7 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=88
Trip to Prince Edward Island 1976 (video: 8 min)
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=89

Link to Dad's (Thomas William Walls
II) profile page on Roots Reflections
web site to view documents, pictures
etc. (click on the item to view full size)
http://www.rootsreflections.
ca/getperson.
php?personID=I211&tree=tree2

Link to Mom's (Grace Walls (Robert)
profile page on Roots Reflections web
site to view documents, pictures etc.
(click on the item to view full size)
http://www.rootsreflections.
ca/getperson.
php?personID=I6&tree=tree2

Link to photos: Walls Family Album:
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/
showalbum.php?albumID=1

Residence: Thomas Walls II / ‘Grace’ Walls
98 Broadway Avenue, Montreal East, QC
From: 1941 to 1951

Each floor had two apartments including two in the basement for a total of 14.
We shared the second floor with the landlords (brother & sister) who lived next
door.

Still a ‘store’ in this spot where
Mom got the groceries.

The middle front windows lit the cavernous empty middle, where off to the
side, a staircase descended to the basement
and ascended upward to the
third floor. In that cavern, a whisper
grew, rebounded, and
reverberated throughout. The echo
of children’s patent leather shoes
would have shamed any Grand
Canyon’s claim to echo-fame.

Our Apartment

Apartment Laneway
Google Street View Date: 5/28/2011

Address: 98 Broadway Ave, Pointe aux Trembles Montreal East QC

Residence: Thomas Walls II / ‘Grace’ Walls
98 Broadway Avenue, Montreal East, QC
From: 1941 to 1951

As I remember it...

2nd floor apartment: we had to walk
softly – no running – otherwise the
tenant below would, using a broom
handle, vigorously pound the
ceiling commanding silence

In early summer we had a view
of the fields of massive rows
upon rows of peonies grown by
the priests. The floral scent was Entrance
glorious.
In winter, beyond the field,
we saw the snow piles from
clearing the streets and some
years its height, at eye level,
seemed to reach the height of
our second storey window.

Master
Bedroom

Bath
Room

Dinette

Kids’
Bedroom

Living
Room

Eat-in
Kitchen

Back door
to balcony

In early spring the crews were out
jackhammering the two foot thick,
winter ice buildup from the sideAccording to my Mother, I was born with a full head
walks.
of hair four inch length. For that reason I ranked as her
"cutest" baby at birth. She claimed that at 7 months
There was a wooden barn
I was walking all by myself. I did not go through
butting up against the
the crawling stage. Being extra small in size for
entire back portion of the
a few years, they were worried I would be a
apartment block – formpigmy.
ing a walled enclosure for
the covered back porches,
spanning the entire length
My Mother, having had three
of the building. And
infants in the span of 4 years had
picket fencing, at a height
a significant amount of diapers to
of four and a half feet at
Access to barn
rinse, wash and hang to dry.
either end of 1st to 3rd
level apartment.
Being on the second floor
level, we were at equivalent height of the loft
flooring of the abutting
massive barn.
These factors would ultimately create major factors in
our daily lives.

Residence: Thomas Walls II / ‘Grace’ Walls
98 Broadway Avenue, Montreal East, QC
From: 1941 to 1951

In the 1940s the 3 train tracks had a number
of side-tracks holding a number of rail cars 3
deep, either awaiting loading or unloading. And
occasionally rail cars would block the road and
annoyingly—just sit. I recall several occasions
when Dad, having lost patience, would stand
on the coupling and hoist us children unto the
other side, one at a time. Very scary! He seemed
tense and stressed during the process, likely
having a myriad of grave concerns such as; the
train could begin movement causing him loss of
balance, or perhaps envisioning a result—that
some his children (3 under 6 years) might end up
on separate sides of the train—he being unable
to completely transfer each of us prior to its
movement. After succeeding, he was definitively
in a celebratory mood.
My father took movies and many photos of us
when we were toddlers.

Rail car coupling

Video Link: Summer 1943 - Walls & Robert family
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.
php?mediaID=81&medialinkID=246

Often from the newspaper he would read to
us the daily child’s story featured, presumably
when it was appropriate, and in absence of other
competing activities. As a bedtime ritual we
would line up, each in our turn, point out our
little bo bo’s of the day and talk about what was
new, accomplished, or disappointing. He would
then, kiss better, sympathize, and or cheer.
Christmas 1946/47 When ironing was a joy!
Link http://www.rootsreflections.ca/showmedia.php?mediaID=54

Residence: Thomas Walls II / ‘Grace’ Walls
98 Broadway Avenue, Montreal East, QC
From: 1941 to 1951

Weather permitting, my father often took us to
the park after supper.
On our way back-home, we three girls, would
start hatching a plan – convincing Dad we
ought to stop, and be favoured with an ice
cream cone. To advantage our position we
strived to be innovative, cutesy and adorable in
the asking. (That corner still hosts a restaurant.)
The convent and its playground,
where we attended school, is now
a Fitness Community Centre.

Broadway Ave

The french school (convent)
location. (It’s now a Community Centre.)

Residence: Thomas Walls II / ‘Grace’ Walls
...you are invited to add a story:

98 Broadway Avenue, Montreal East, QC
From: 1941 to 1951

Dad worked at Canadair where planes and parts were designed and manufactured for the war effort. Subsequently, he was
recruited by the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) for aircraft maintenance, safety and security, and so began his career in the
military. World War II ended in 1945. He had a keen interest for watching all the World War films and documentaries (once
the opportunity arose to view them on the television). I know that on the one hand, he had wistful regrets—not having been a
part of the action. (He said: They would not have assigned him for combat, having a family and the demand for his skills were
required on the home front.) He travelled by bus and streetcar to work at his 9 to 5 weekday job. He did not have a car.
It was a massive effort for my Mother, to look after three toddlers single-handedly, keeping our home ever-clean, including the
daily cooking, baking, grocery shopping, keeping up with the laundry, ironing, sewing, mending, knitting, smocking, and of
course, attending to our illnesses and her own as they occurred. She was quite a tireless dedicated trooper. Her week was fully
planned. Weather permitting, Monday was wash day. Out would come the wringer washer being docked at the sink where
water for rinsing out the soap hastened the process. Each load was quickly completed and pinned-out on the clothes-line to dry.
An all day affair it was, with the last to-dry-load taken off the line after supper. And in winter time, the clothes came in as stiff
as boards, a struggle to confine them, as they crinkled, crackled, and eventually collapsed in submission to the warm apartment
air. Then onto their final stage of drying ... either on make-shift inside clothes lines or near and on the electrical radiators that
provided heat for the apartment. Tuesday was ironing day. Each item was sprinkled with water, rolled like a tube enabling a
moisturizing which effectively de-wrinkled when the heated dry-iron was deployed. And lastly, the clothes were hung and
put away. Wednesday was dedicated to sewing and repairs. Thursday was odd jobs. Friday was cleaning and vacuuming the
apartment. When the kitchen floor was washed, she would place the three of us on the table with whatever toy we choose to
entertain ourselves — there we would stay for 20 minutes or so until the floor was dry.
All the mothering chores filled her day. Then onto the big meal of the day: supper accompanied by an expected dessert such as
apple pie, rice pudding, Jell-O, cake, bananas & cream pie, baked apples, to name a few. This reminds me of the time that Dad
noticed we kids ate the mush of the baked apple along with the cream ... leaving all the rejected peel in a pile. He made a big
to-do about how delicious peel was, as he scooped it up out of our bowls, with sound effects of smacking lips and intermittent
yums. On the next occasion the apples were the served, his bowl contained only peel, and ours mushed apples. He asked
“Where’s the apple?” as he rummaged through the bowl. “You said you loved the peel most of all!” Mom replied quizzically.
Dad rolled his eyes, tsked, moved his head slightly in our direction, “I was trying to” his voice falling away, signalling we had
been the cause of his previous exuberance. Unintentionally, he had over-sold the selling job. As for myself, I realized that things
are not always what they seem.
Her evening routine was the supper clean up and restoring the kitchen to its pristine condition. Then perhaps a small respite
while Dad took us to the park, or read a story, or we would amuse ourselves with blocks, crayons, or dolls. And of course our
play was typically peppered with arguments and disagreements. Then on to baths—the prep for bedtime. We were all put in
the tub and came out at the same time. In our PJs we lined up to report about our day’s accomplishments, disappointments and
never-failing to point out our boo-boos of that day (or if we'd not experienced a new one, the resurrection of one from a previous
day) which elicited a sympathetic gaze and a kiss better. He cheered the declarations of accomplishments.

Residence: Thomas Walls II / ‘Grace’ Walls
...you are invited to add a story:

98 Broadway Avenue, Montreal East, QC
From: 1941 to 1951

Because we lived in an apartment we became conscientious of noises caused by our running and bounding little feet. And if
we forgot, the tenants on the first floor directly below us would deploy, presumably, a broom handle to tap vigorously on their
ceiling, announcing that we were disturbing. My mother was vigilant in prevention of its occurrence, but at times the tapping
from below seemed arbitrary and without just cause, since she knew we were simply walking. Frustrating and worrisome it was,
because that might well result into false complaints to the apartment owner which could potentially cause difficulties.
Second Story Balcony Fall:
It was winter time. Dad had gone
skiing. I and my two sisters (age
side porch
4, 5, 6) had dressed in our winter
play-clothes to play in the snow. According to Mom, C had gone back
upstairs to tell Mom there was a large
dog barking—she was fearful, not
knowing were it was and whether it
might attack. Mom came out on the
side porch and leaned over the 4 foot
wooden railing—became airborne
(must have somersaulted)—landing
legs crossed (Indian style), in the
lane-way, facing the side windows.
She was 7 months pregnant at the
time.
Fortunately, the first floor neighbour was at her kitchen window (perhaps doing her dishes at the kitchen sink) and saw Mom
as she hit the ground, and rushed out to the rescue. Mom most likely would have been carried up stairs, on the other hand, she
may have been mobile enough to manage the two-storey stairs with some help.
I don't have any memory whatever of the incident itself—other than after the fact. (Perhaps C had dressed first and gone out
and I was still in the process of dressing in the apartment?) All I remember is Mom was in her bed, people were talking in
hushed, concerned voices, and the Doctor was present. Two other people were in our apartment whom I did not know. Dad was
expected back in the early evening. By the time the sun was setting my grandmother had arrived. Maybe someone had gone to
pick her up? (She normally arrived by bus which took an hour or more to negotiate.) And of course, Mom's medical condition
was uncertain, there being a risk of internal injuries and a pending high risk of an early labour on-set, followed by premature
birth. When Dad arrived home from his skiing excursion he was stunned by the happenings on the home front. The good news
was that Mom had not suffered any long term injuries whatever. No abrasions, no broken bones, a full term pregnancy and a
healthy infant at birth—those were the fabulous upsides.
Sunday was Outings day, excepting winter. We were always very well dressed since our grandmother was a couturier

Residence: Thomas Walls II / ‘Grace’ Walls
98 Broadway Avenue, Montreal East, QC
From: 1941 to 1951

(seamstress) who made all our clothing. Out we went on various adventures – Park Belmont, Mount Royal, Botanical Gardens,
Park La Fontaine, Plage Laval, visiting Uncles, Aunts and Grandparents (mainly Mom’s family – then when our grandmother
moved in with Jean & Rita we visited them in Laval). I remember singing French songs, Bonhome Bonhome, Alouette, Aupres De
Ma Blonde, during family gatherings. Mom had her favourites and often sang while completing her chores and in particular I
recall, La Vie en rose, Les femmes du Canada, Il était un petit navire to name a few.
One year we three sisters (ages 6,7,8) having set our eyes on beautiful Christmas miniature bulbs, had been informed by the
store owner that if we wanted to, she would allow us to buy some on layaway. This required extensive serious discussions
among ourselves. It was a big decision having a huge commitment to forfeit our allowance for the next 4 to 6 weeks to pay
for them in time for tree decorating. We must have made an announcement to that effect at home because Dad wanted all the
details and seemed not too pleased about the whole arrangement. In fact he made it quite clear that we had, in his mind, been
taken advantage of. Shortly thereafter he himself, with great fanfare, handed us the bought and paid for desired Christmas
decorations.
During the Xmas season, he worked at the Eaton's store part-time to supplement his income and at that time of year, I recall
their fabulous window displays. They were a magical sight to behold. Our apartment Xmas tree was purchased a few days
before the 25th and sat, tightly wrapped with cord, out on the side porch along with a packet of branches. The tree, two days
before Xmas, was brought inside and placed in the bathtub to drain and thaw. Mom had been very preoccupied with all the
festivities of baking, and of great importance was the immaculate result of vigorous wiping and washing everything in sight and
even everything that would not be seen. Out came the dirty tree … pine needles everywhere … as Dad coaxed the previously
constrained branches into their natural, open positions. His (hand-crank) drill was at the ready, screws were ready for
deployment and spare branches were in a heap. He walked around the standing tree scrutinizing its shape. Mom held the tree
as he drilled into the bald spots while Mom assessed the growing mess of droppings. In would go a branch plugging the drilled
hole. "Turn" he'd say to create one more portion of perfection, until it had gone through its 360-degree grafting enhancement.
He wanted to add more perfection by going another round. Dad held the tree and Mom, standing back, would inspect and
praise his efforts. Invariably, he would point out spots needing further improvements. Invariably, she would dissuade him
claiming that the decorations would hide all the small bald spots remaining. Prevented from creating the most perfect tree,
disappointedly and in resignation he would gather his tools and put them away. (That yearly routine persisted until they
purchased a perfect artificial tree.) Rapidly and with with gusto she began annihilating every trace of droppings and dirt that
had dared exist for even an instant in her pristine domain. (Though Mom had a great focus on cleanliness, it was never about
who or how. When she was in her mid-fifties, having made a rare visit to my home in Ottawa, for something to do, she and I
went to look at the model homes a short walk away. After seeing the most expensive one, as we were exiting the home—in a low
yet exciting wishful voice she said "Grace, I love that house — I'd love to clean it." She viewed dirt as a challenging opportunity
for its transformation into sparkling cleanliness.)
There were yearly family Christmas parties hosted by Dad's employer, held at a very large venue (perhaps as many as 1,000
were in attendance). It took about an hour to get there by bus. The moderator would call out a gender with a specific age-range
to line up and receive their present. Of all the times we went, the gifts for girls were uneventfully and boringly predictable i.e.
a colouring book, crayons, paper cut-out dolls etc. As for myself, I thought it a total waste of time having nothing to do while

Residence: Thomas Walls II / ‘Grace’ Walls
98 Broadway Avenue, Montreal East, QC
From: 1941 to 1951

waiting for our age group to be called and knowing full well I would ultimately receive something one didn't even want.
(I guess that says I was spoiled.) One year Dad had built doll beds and high chairs for each of us. Very fancy they were, all
varnished with cute decals, which must have taken him a lot of time and patience to build. They were docked at the end of our
beds and were in use until we graduated away from dolls.
Friends of Mom and Dad were the Quintals, who owned the grocery store next door to our apartment. Their two girls
were about our age and when they were visiting at the store, we often played with them. The delivering of groceries was
accomplished by horse and cart. I well remember sitting in the wagon as we clopped along.
Schooling began at age 6 for grade one and attended from nine a.m. to four p.m. We were educated in French at a convent for
girls, taught by the nuns and wore uniforms: a white blouse with a navy blue pleated jumper and leggings. The convent was a
15 minute walk from our apartment. Our hair was french-braided every morning and we went home for lunch. I recall being
taught that the English were the enemy, one should avoid them, even to the extent of crossing the street to avoid them. Our
typical school day consisted of chanting the multiplication tables for hours at a time, a bombardment of Catechism and religion,
and a daily confined reading lesson limited to the same three page story for weeks and weeks at a time. We read out loud, each
student taking turns for a paragraph or so. By the time we moved on to the next story, I knew the story by heart.
My most notorious day at the convent was when I was feeling quite ill and so I put up my hand to be excused so I could get
to the bathroom. The nun ignored both me and my raised hand. Finally out of desperation, I got up and stood at her desk
and when she finally sat at her desk and in her own good time acknowledged me. I opened my mouth to speak and instead I
threw up red tomatoes all over her and left the scene by fainting. One can imagine the red on her black and white habit. Quite
a disaster it was. Mom came to get me and was so very apologetic for my "accident". When I explained to mom that I had been
ignored, her comment was hmmm. (At the time I regretted what happened but on the other hand, had the teacher not persisted
in ignoring me, it most certainly would have been avoided.) The next day at school there was an entire lecture about what to do
when one feels ill. Most importantly, one was given special permission to exit on one's own, under those circumstances. At the
convent, every school year ended with a gathering of all the students and every student, from year to year, received gifts as a
memento.
When we went out with our parents we used the front lobby exit, but when we sisters were exiting the apartment by ourselves,
to get to ground level, we went out via the kitchen back door and through a rickety two-storey, mostly dark barn which was
home to all manner of humongous flying insects and dinosaur-sized spiders who dangled and lurked everywhere. And of
course, the 12-foot spiral staircase to get down to the ground floor had to be at the farthest corner of this gauntlet of horrors.
Worse still was the large window with its sunshine illuminating massive thick webs, and all the reflective crawling beasts who
had chosen to live near or on the window, and those who took up residence in between the actual stairs. Since the worst part
was going down the stairs, confronting webs et al., my sisters and I took turns at being the brave one who went down first. It was
reasonable after the ordeal to occasionally request inspection of their person just in case there was a crawler. Going back up was
safer, since the webs had been broken, at least for that day. (One need not be surprised at the announcement that phobias were
alive and well resulting from those experiences. For example, in my early twenties I was a passenger in a vehicle when a spider
appeared on my hand, I opened the door to jump out. My husband grabbed me by the scruff of the neck before I could exit. At
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the time we were travelling at 60 km/h. My elder sister would faint at the sight of one, but I would never do that — because then
you can't get away. After my stint in Singapore where the spiders are truly dinosaurian in size, I became somewhat desensitized
to the breeds we have here.)
Occasionally, we went to visit Mom's parents—a long bus drive since they lived in an apartment at the west end of Montreal. I
must have been 6 or 7 and—I'm not sure whose stupid idea it was—in any case the men, grandfather, uncle and Dad had formed
a circle about five feet apart and were lobbing to each other in turn, my sister S (not yet a year old). I did not like that one bit. My
mother was in the kitchen presumably helping to get the dinner on. So I went and got her pulled her by the hand saying "S! S!"
she immediately followed me and when she saw them playing catch using S as the ball, all hell broke loose. She was furious and
rightly so. The men were sheepish and contrite, but still, they certainly ought to have known better. Really!!! (Mom claimed I had
been a mother to S from the time she was born, and had always looked after her safety and security.)
One summer when S was four, we were out playing hide and seek across the street, amongst pallets of stacked wood. She
had fallen on a piece of broken glass and had badly slit her wrist. Blood was gushing everywhere. I took off my sweater and
wrapped it very tightly around the wrist, and carried her home as best as I could. She was half my size. I could not manage the
stairs so I called up to Mom for help: she heard me through the open windows. The doctor was soon there and asked, when he
was unwrapping her arm, who had wrapped it, Mom pointed to me. Amazed, he asked how I knew to do that. I said that the
blood wasn't suppose to come out, so I made it stop. (Somehow I had unknowingly managed to create a perfect tourniquet.) To
which he replied "She saved her life. She would have bled to death in minutes without it." And then, perhaps even that same
summer, we were playing outside in the front of the apartment and some old grey-haired man, with a grey stubble beard (he
looked greasy and grubby to me) was talking to S and then held her hand, being very friendly with her—so I grabbed S's other
hand and pulled her to me. Then he tried to cajole me too, and I turned around holding tightly on to S and walked up the front
steps of the apartment and he quickly skedaddled.
As youngsters we of course had all the childhood illnesses: measles, chicken pox, mumps—and every time there was an
occurrence, our apartment was placed under quarantine. We needed proof of all our vaccinations prior to acceptance at school
including smallpox. (My mother, throughout her life, brimmed with joy every time a new vaccine was launched. It's astounding
to me that so many parents today choose not to vaccinate, which to me is a topsy-turvy ignorance of ill-health consequences.)
A fad at the time was removal of children's tonsils. In those days, doctors not only made house calls, they even operated at
the kitchen table. When it was C's turn to have her tonsils out she hid, but was soon found and did succumb but only most
reluctantly and vocally.
Mom did make a special effort to listen to her most favourite weeknight radio program: (the miserly Seraphin - a man and his
sin) “Seraphin: Un homme et son péché” (an ongoing radio serial whose broadcasts on Radio-Canada began in 1939). Hands busy
at mending, smocking, knitting, ironing, hand-sewing or whatever the momentary project, she listened and occasionally tsked
smirked, laughed, or rolled her eyes in emotional responses to the story being told. For us children it was definitely a respectful
time—to be seen and not heard.
On a particular occasion while playing, I backed up, colliding with a boulder and dislocated my left arm. Dad made an
appointment with a chiropractor in hope that my arm would be fixed. I was quite curious about the procedure when told what
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he would do to the arm and warned to expect high pain. Throughout the manipulation, to the amazement of Dad and the
chiropractor I sat perfectly still not making even a whimper despite the pain. Miraculously, within a few minutes my arm was
back into its normal position—as good as it had always been mobility-wise. On top of that, I received a great deal of praise for
my stiff courage, and apart from being a little sore for a few days, it was the end of that problem.
The ritual of Confirmation at the convent was a big event. White dresses and veils, sewn by our grandmother, were the required
mode of dress for the occasion. Arrangements had been made to have a studio photograph to mark the occasion. Mom had
curled my hair the night before. In the morning when I saw myself and hair in ringlets I wet them down to lay them flat. Mom
asked why my hair was wet and I replied "it didn't look like me". My ringlets had lost their spring. (H was often in ringlets
having naturally curly blonde hair.)
Sex education at age 8 or 9—Dad had a book with factual illustrations about women’s cycle, conception and birth. He tediously
explained every aspect and verified our understanding as we progressed into the lessons. We knew it all, whereas so many girls
my age at school had absolutely no clue. They believed in all kinds of fictional misinformation. We had the whole scoop and
shared it—experts we were—in the school yard.
Apart from school, C had health issues and spent occasional bouts in hospital. H was a favourite of the elderly couple across the
street and would often be found there. I befriended a toddler who lived in our apartment complex—he was paralyzed from the
waist down. Much like a big sister I read to him, played games, and generally kept him company. We sisters were fairly busy.
We swam in the summer and skated in winter. Our best friends were the radiators in our apartment, they dried wet boots, snow
pants, a myriad of mittens and scarves all in short order and available for the next shift's romp in the deep snow. Occasionally,
to amuse ourselves we played with marbles, built houses of cards, played War, had board games such as Parcheesi and Snakes
& Ladders, made tents with blankets, and played house. Popular were skipping ropes, hopscotch, and hide & seek.
One day in summer I was in the corner restaurant to get ice cream, spied a clump on the floor and picked it up. It was a folded
wad of money, so I turned it in to the cashier at the restaurant. He counted it to be $400.00, a great deal of money at the time.
I told Dad about it and he followed up with the restaurant to see if it had been re-claimed. A few days later the story was that
the rightful owner had come forward. Of course I couldn't be certain it had actually gone to the rightful owner. I was given the
sound advice in future—retain what's been found, let it be known it was found. That way one can be sure it's back in the hands
of the rightful person … good and sound advice. Though Dad thought it terrible that I did not even get a thank you or reward
from the ungrateful owner, I was content to count myself as honest. And that was something.
Then in 1951 everything was about to change when I was nine years old. Dad was in the Royal Air Force and had been
transferred to the land of the English way off in Centralia, Ontario, and so began our new adventures. From then on English
words were introduced to advance our learning of the language. S at the age of 4 thought she had learned English and every
once in a while she'd contribute her version of english by exclaiming “Pluta, Pluta”as her means of communication. (So cute!)
We departed Montreal voyaging by train, boarding in the late evening. We crawled into our sleeping-berth and arrived at
the Toronto's Union Station midday. We were well dressed right down to our kid gloves, which perhaps created a favourable
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impression upon other passengers who were kind to us, and complimented mom and dad on our polite and respectful
behaviour. It seemed to me that Mom & Dad were content and relaxed, proud of our behaviour, grateful no issues had surfaced,
and fully enjoyed the relaxing hours as they passed. We arrived in Scarborough for our visit with Aunt Florence and Uncle
Jimmy, prior to heading off for our new home in Centralia.
From Scarborough we boarded a train heading for London, Ontario, I recall being on the train for a full day before we arrived in
London around supper time.
A few hours later we were travelling on a bus for the last leg of our journey and arrived at the Centralia Air Force Base in the
dark (likely around 9 p.m. or so). Dad was loaded down with luggage and we each carried what we could. Being in the country,
the air was heavy with moisture and scented with dew. I remember looking up at the never-seen-before, excessively large sky,
with all its very bright twinkling stars that went on forever into the distance, and the soothing pervading silence that existed, in
absence of noisy city life. The only sounds penetrating the silence were the songs of crickets, our footsteps on the sidewalk and
an occasional comment as we walked for about 20 minutes guided by street lamps, all the way to our new home.
When we stepped into our bungalow, we jumped up and down with glee shouting, yelling and letting loose all the stomping we
had repressed in our previous apartment. We were carried along by the full knowledge and satisfaction that the thumping of the
broom handle from an apartment below had been silenced forever. We had christened our new home with as much noise as we
could create.
Boxes were everywhere. Furniture was placed randomly. Mom got busy looking for the box of bed sheets and towels, Dad put
the beds together, sheets and blankets were put on, and we put ourselves to bed, exhausted and happy.
The next morning there was a homey look of order. Mom and Dad must have been busy late into the night because boxes had
been stacked against walls, we had the semblance of a living room and the kitchen had its familiar look, with the table and chairs
set up in readiness for breakfast. We sisters were anxious to get outside and explore our immediate surroundings. Within a few
days the house was in order, drapes and pictures were hung, and the place looked like we had always lived there. We were
encouraged to speak only in English to hasten our language skills. It was a big learning curve for Mom as well, since her primary
language was French.
The next page gives a very brief history of the (Huron Park) Base, shows where Centralia is relative to the beaches where we
went for picnics and the nearest town, Exeter, where we shopped and where, later, C and I attended high school.
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Port Frank
Beach

Grand Bend

RCAF Base
Huron Park
Centralia ON

Exeter

Military Background:
No. 1 Instrument Flying School (IFS) was relocated to Centralia from RCAF Station Trenton in the spring of 1947. In April 1948,
the RCAF’s School of Flying Control was formed at Centralia. The last FTS course was completed in March 1957 and No. 1
Flying Training School was deactivated and merged with the Advanced Flying School at Saskatoon. The Harvards used for FTS
training were transferred to western flying training schools.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RCAF_Station_Centralia
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RCAF PMQs
(Permanent Living Quarters)
Bungalow with 2 bedroom
loft, 1 bath, Living room,
dining room, eat-in-kitchen,
full basement, central heat
Surprise: The forced-air oil
furnace was gargantuan. It
took up almost the entire
basement.
During the time we lived on
the Base, there was an absence
of trees throughout, with
the exception of those in the
small park, and a very large
mature tree bordering on the
school grounds. We lived in
that house for three years then
moved into a larger 4 bedroom
duplex.

216 Columbia Drive
Centralia, ON
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Dad registered us for school since Mom's English was not up to par. We attended the J.A.D. McCurdy Public School located
across the small field from our house. It was a co-ed school having male and female teachers, as different as night and day from
the convent I'd come to know. In absence of a school uniform, it was a big decision and took planning in readiness for the next
day's outfit. The school was prepared for our arrival and had developed a plan to address the pressing need for the three of us
to learn the English language. I presume students had also been coached about our arrival and language challenges. I noticed
they went out of their way to be welcoming and therefore treating me differently from everyone else. And when they said "Hi"
I didn't know it was a substitute for "hello". We were given grade one text books for reading and math to learn numbers and
functions and progressed to the next level from there. The classroom activities were very different—students were allowed to
participate, there was discussion, laughter, exchange of ideas, questions from the teacher requiring thought, a stark contrast from
sitting in silence being seen and not heard. There were more subjects such as Science and Geography, and we had discussions
about what was happening in the world (Social Studies, Current Events), Art, a gymnasium for sports, and surprisingly,
Religion was a three-minute morning prayer, that was it. By the end of the school year I was feeling fairly proficient in English.
Shortly after we arrived in Centralia, Mom and Dad had purchased a vehicle. Wow! We had our own car. It wasn't long before
we had explored our immediate area. The Centralia Base was fairly self-sufficient having a large grocery store, a public pool,
a large gymnasium, bowling alley, and a movie theatre. There were about 200 homes (PMQ's), and the land surrounding the
military base were farmers' fields dotted by farmers' home and barns. The nearest town was Exeter, a twenty-minute drive away,
where one could buy clothes, or shoes etc (it was also where we later attended high school).
The first time we went to church on the base was a shocking experience. It was one eighth the size of our Montreal
neighbourhood church. But more importantly there were two altars, one at either end. The pews had a swinging back for facing
either direction. Incredibly, it accommodated worship by Catholics during mass and then an hour or so later the Protestant
service. Protestants and Catholics sharing the same church??? I could hear the nuns in my head pronouncing wrath and had a
moment of panic, wanting to escape my fate, but then the priest appeared at the altar—and my thoughts ran to the fact that the
solemnity of the mass had neutralized the nuns' every objection (the nuns at the convent were extremely respectful of priests,
and would not have dared question anything they did). I realized that religion was more open-minded than I had previously
been taught.
A few months later the Catholic church building on the base was completed and we three girls and Dad joined the Sunday choir.
Occasionally, Mom invited the priest to dine with us for the evening meal and we were prompted ahead of time to wait before
serving ourselves for the grace to be said, it being a change from our normal pattern. One Sunday, during the morning mass,
a loud and occasional popping sound was heard. Then the popping grew in sound, quantity and intensity. Added to that was
the congregation's suppressed murmuring laughter. (It was known that the priest had bottled a generous amount of his own
beer and it detrimentally had chosen to explode at this worst time.) The priest ignored it throughout the mass, but no one else
overtaken by laughter could nor did. (One can only imagine the mess of beer wanting clean up, from walls to floor to ceiling and
everything in between.)
We joined the Brownies and Girl Guides. In good weather, we loaded our wagon with our comic books and walked about
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knocking on doors in hope of trading and exchanging for those we had not yet read. It was a complicated process since their
condition, subject matter, thickness, and date of publishing were all factors in negotiating a good trade. At each location we
asked if they traded with anyone else and if so where they lived. When we discovered Nancy Drew books we traded for those as
well.
On Saturdays at the movie theatre on the Base there were children's matinees; they didn't much interest me as they were for
the most part all about the violent Wild West or a similar genre. TV was making its appearance and antennas were going up on
many homes. Friends of Mom and Dad across the street had a TV and our whole family sat in their living room Saturday nights
watching Hockey Night in Canada. Within a few months, by fall, we were off to London about an hour away to buy one of our
own. I do recall watching on our TV the newscasts and panorama of devastation shown as a result of the October 1954 Hurricane
Hazel. When the hurricane had been raging the night before, Dad had driven me by car to deliver the newspapers (H and I had
teamed up together to share a paper route which we kept for some years). I was whipped by wind and rain, as I jumped out
making each delivery. As for the TV, we had a choice of two channels and our reception was somewhat iffy.
One program we enjoyed was Robin Hood. The storyline became fodder for pretending we were the merry girls of Sherwood. It
just so happened that we were pretending at the time when all the xmas trees had been set out for garbage pick-up. We decided
to gather them all up and make a forest in our yard. We dug out the snow and plopped in a tree, packed it with snow all around
and one by one toward the end of the afternoon we had created a respectable forest of 15 trees, where previously there had been
none. The afternoon was coming to a close, and we saw Dad arriving in his car - his jaw dropped to the steering wheel and he
was craning his neck to the right in disbelief. Once inside, he asked what was going on, we explained our Sherwood Forest. His
face took on that familiar look of amusement, dropping his jaw and pursing his lips suppressing laughter. He let an hour or so
go by and then said we would have to return the trees curbside so they could be hauled away, and that we agreed to do.
To the right of our house was a farmer's corn field. When it was nice and tall we girls went in the field and began to tramp it
down creating empty spots which served as a pretend house and then tramped a pretend store, and then a pretend apartment
and so on. Now the boys tramped their corn stalks to create battlefields, forts and trails and of course they had teams on
opposing sides and played their games. It was mid-August when Dad asked where we played and if we'd gone in the fields. We
were quick to share the creation of our pretend village. It seems at harvest the farmer had discovered his trampled fields and
presumably then arranged to get an aerial photo to confirm the massive damage. So the powers that be on the Base had to make
monetary reparations in lieu of the damage and they also built a tall fence to protect the farmer's land from further episodes of
annual damage.
We spent a lot of time poolside in the summer and helped with swimming lessons. Often on Sundays. as a family, we went to
the beach with a picnic at either Ipperwash, Port Frank or Grand Bend. Glorious days they were.
Shortly thereafter we vacated the little two bedroom bungalow and moved much further down the street into a four bedroom
duplex.
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RCAF PMQs
(Permanent Living Quarters)
4 bedroom duplex
132 Columbia Drive

The duplex was much bigger in size, the rooms all being larger, but still only one bathroom. Because we had more space, we also
had more family visitors for short periods. We eventually had a phone, but it was a party line, so it was given the category of
mandatory use only. C, my older sister, had a room of her own and typically she preferred spending most of her time in her own
company. Being the eldest, she was the pioneer who established parental permission and freedoms throughout all the stages of
our growing up evolutions. H and I continued sharing a room, were best buddies and went everywhere together.
Still enthralled with the Nancy Drew mysteries we decided all three of us to go out and find our own mysteries to solve.
Heading off with our picnic lunch one fine summer day, a distance from our house out in the country side, we came upon a barn
and headed in to investigate. (It did not occur to us that we were trespassing.) The farming equipment inside became a printing
press, dark spots on the ground could be nothing less than ink. We climbed up the loft looking for the stash of counterfeit
money. There was a strategic look-out-window where the culprits would have seen anyone approaching the road. We decided
the hidden trap door had to be on the ground floor. And a stack of bales were suspiciously in the middle to hide access to that
trap door. It was time to have our lunch while we discussed the situation and waited for the culprits to return. By mid-afternoon
we headed back home vowing to return sometime soon.
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...you are invited to add a story:
Some TV shows we watched I Love Lucy, Roy Rogers, What's My Line, Dragnet, Walt Disney, Lone Ranger, The Honeymooners,
George Burns and Gracie Allen Show, The Ed Sullivan show and of course as previously mentioned, hockey on Saturday nights. Our
reading tastes graduated from Nancy Drew into classical literature including Call of the Wild, Little Women, and Black Beauty.
Over the entire summer we continued helping younger community children with daily swimming lessons and lived at the pool.
We joined the swimming team and travelled to competitive swimming meets. My younger sister H at age 11 looked 16, far older
than I. Her physical maturity caused problems for her because she continuously came in first for her age category. Invariably
there were challenges by judges and coaches alike concerning her age, and though our coach had proof at the ready even so,
attitudes remained skeptical, they believing somehow they were being duped.
It wasn't uncommon for us to drive to London on a shopping spree prior to a new school year. Many of the shoe stores had x-ray
machines. Typically, one would try on a pair of shoes and step onto the machine to see how they fit. By the time one settled on
a choice one might have had a dozen or more x-rays. That happened three years in a row so in total, that was a considerable
amount of exposure on my poor feet. Of course years later studies proved it was a detriment to health. (I had weak ankles and
wondered if the x-rays were the cause?)
My sister S had her tonsils out in Exeter but had to be rushed by ambulance to a London hospital due to excessive bleeding
which threatened her life. Within ten days she had made a full recovery and was ready for release. Unfortunately, the weather
promised to be unfriendly with its forecast of freezing rain. Mom adamantly insisted they must go and bring S home. When
they returned home a couple of hours later, the roof of the vehicle was squashed because the car had rolled given the icy road
conditions. Thankfully they were all safe and sound though certainly shaken from the ordeal. Of course Dad could not resist
saying I told you so.
We girls found a spot located at the end of an airplane runway where there was a creek, a little waterfall and greenery all
around— a perfect spot for sun-bathing with a serenade from the roar of a Harvard aircraft as it left the ground and became
airborne. So close to the ground, it seemed we only had to reached up to touch them. On the base ('the men's world') we joined
a curling team, went roller skating, played badminton, went to the movies, hung around at the pool, and of course we hung
around the snack-bar. We earned pocket money through babysitting. All three of us were at the age of willingness to suffer in
order to be beautiful, such as shaving our legs (straight razor often cut skin), setting hair in bobby pins - resulting in head lumps
on the pillow, wearing uncomfortable girdles, plucking eyebrows to name a few sufferings.
Another Christmas was just days away. The house was gleaming with cleanliness. Dad tromped through the snow while
bringing in the groceries. He had a 100 pound bag of potatoes slung over his shoulder and stepped into the kitchen. An inch
of snow was clinging to his boots and he began slipping and sliding. Having the disproportionate weight on one shoulder he
tipped one way then another trying to find a balance. The floor was glossy and shiny. Try as he might, he could not gain his
balance. He weaved back and forth from side to side and one foot would shoot out from under him, he'd correct and the other
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foot shoot out. The momentum also pushed him forward or yanked him backwards. He became a potential 300 pound danger
to us all since we were all in the kitchen. Mom was standing in front of him with her hands out behind her to make sure we
were back far enough. She motioned with her hands to direct us to the opposite side of where he might potentially topple. And
when he moved forward she backed up feeling with her hands to make sure we weren't too close. The gyrations continued and
finally he fell onto his back with the sack of potatoes pinning him down. "Get this bag off me" he commanded. Once we knew
everything was okay, relieved, we all began laughing at the spectacle witnessed moments before. (He blamed her shiny spotless
floor which had impeded traction.)
In 1954 we had an addition to the family: L was born. While Mom was in the hospital, Dad became the cook. He made pancakes
as a lunch meal. Once cooked they turned out to be round medallions two inches thick about the size of a cookie. Dad pointed
to them claiming that they were far better and more desirable than the normal kind because they were so delicious. But we told
him that he could have ours, since we really preferred the normal kind. Of course when Mom came home from the hospital with
our new sibling we were happy to have our cook back. I'm not sure whether Mom got an electric clothes dryer before or after
L was born. What a marvellous machine it was. In one hour a load of clothes was dry, night or day, rain or shine, summer or
winter. At least four hours of laundry-work each week pfft-disappeared. She often expressed how wonderful it was to have a
dryer.
In my last year of public school we had a teacher who not only favoured the boys—for example he would take boys out to play
ball and left the girls to read or whatever till he and boys came back to class—even worse than that, he would address each girl
with their first name and then add bag, in other words Jean bag, or Jane bag and so on. He took every opportunity to vilify and
insult the girls either as a group or individuals. Well … it wasn't long before I complained to my father about this treatment. He
was duly shocked at the happenings. That whole issue became a big deal, and the teacher was, in short order, seen no more.
September was a few months away and I was embarking upon my first year of high school having to take the school bus to
Exeter. Rock and Roll music was hitting the popular music charts. (Adult wide-spread criticism claimed that it perverted youth,
and therefore it ought to be banned.) The Elvis craze began and we made a point of watching him on The Ed Sullivan Show. Mom
thought he had a terrible voice, couldn't sing, and his demeanour was vulgar. During that time of course, for us, a favourite
TV weekly show was The Hit Parade. When the Elvis Presley movie Love Me Tender was released in 1956, it arrived for showing
at the Base. The movie theatre was located on the restricted-access portion of the military section. The movie had a reputation
of causing chaos at theatres: lineups; unruly teenagers; fights; hysteria; fainting fans; etc. In answer to this perceived chaos the
powers-that-be on the Base decided to place a security guard on both sides of the street, every twenty feet or so, all the way to
the theatre. As we three sisters walked to the theater (and we were the only ones to be seen) we found it weird to see all this
security in answer to a total population of what were at most 30 teenagers residing with their parents on the Base. Whoever was
in charge of security forgot to check the proportion of threat or take into account the entrance security gate which controlled
access at all times.
Mom religiously followed her routine of fall and spring cleaning. Ceilings were washed, walls were washed, everything came
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out of cupboards, items were given away or discarded and all things were scrubbed and polished. She cleaned the windows
upstairs by sitting on the window ledge, lowering the sliding window to her thighs to reach the top window and completed the
job. (Very risky if you ask me and although I myself lived in PMQs for many years, I certainly never saw anyone else doing that.)
She also inadvertently damaged or displaced moving parts while scrubbing and cleaning, and in addition were the breakdowns
of household items from wear and tear which Dad typically managed to repair, giving them another life. I recall the time that C
spilled some of her nail polish on the carpet. She was instructed to clean it up with nail polish remover. One moment she was
on all fours, nose to the stain, scrubbing and attacking it vigorously, and then suddenly all action ceased. She had fallen asleep.
Mom was disgusted at her lack of diligence and called her name in a raised voice. That didn't wake her, so she went to shake
her but no amount of shaking worked either. Then Mom had the forethought to check the ingredients on the bottle and in relief
exclaimed ether. The puzzle was solved. Within an hour C was up and about but was excused from finishing the cleaning job.
In the summertime, the whole base was periodically sprayed with DDT. Not that spraying was at all related but we had a
summer when H and I went through a series of styes and boils, H having the worst episodes. Today we know their eruption is
caused by a skin infection and worst cases are today treated with antibiotics.
Dad's oldest sister Aunt Phyllis came to visit. She was quite a character in the good sense of the word. Though in her fifties, she
was open-minded and fun to be with. On the occasion when we were going to the corner store for popsicles she elected to come
along and I informed her we had to climb the fence to get there, thinking at that announcement she would then decline. But no,
she replied, okay. A fence on both sides protected the train tracks we had to cross. I expected her to change her mind once she
met the fence, finding it too much of a challenge since she was overweight, short and bulky, and likely not very nimble. It was a
metal fence with large open flexible rectangles, ourselves being small, we crawled through a square distorted for that purpose.
Given her weight as she placed her foot upwards into each rectangle the wire swayed back and forth, causing the whole fence to
sway. She hung onto the post for dear life and eventually made it to the top and successfully down the next side. I had held my
breath as she did so, as luck would have it, we arrived back home without incident.
H befriended Wendy whose father was controlling and restrictive. He forbade lipstick, makeup, curling her hair etc. she was not
allowed contact with boys and so on. She defied him on every front. After the lights were out she set her hair in rags. Outside the
home, she hid her makeup. Wendy had an extreme fear of him. H and I ended up embroiled in her activities of deception. At one
point when I was babysitting, he came pounding on the door looking for her and insisted on coming in to conduct a search. He
pushed me aside and ploughed his way through to look for her. He went searching through the whole house and left without a
word. She had arrived earlier and was keeping me company. When he came to the door, she had rushed upstairs, hiding under
one of the sleeping kids' beds. An hour later Wendy left. I was very upset about the whole situation — I certainly didn't like
being jeopardized, nor that he had burst into someone else's home and potentially placed the kids, whom I was looking after, at
risk—and felt I had to distance myself from the whole situation. I had actually never been to her home and when I asked Wendy
what her mother thought about all that, she said my mother is sick and all day is on the couch sleeping. I heard shortly thereafter
she had run away and married someone.
Dad took on extra jobs, such as painting the barracks, to supplement his income. He loved to golf so that was a demand on his
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income not to mention supporting such a large family. A great excitement surfaced. Mom was getting congratulatory phone
calls and people at the door were claiming that Dad had received a big promotion, it seemed every one knew but her. When
Dad came home he verified his good fortune. He was now at the rank of Warrant Officer II. Shortly thereafter he was transferred
out west to Saskatchewan—Moose Jaw to be precise. At the Bushell Park military base, he had been appointed as the new Chief
Warrant Officer. The song Home On The Range became a standard greeting amongst ourselves. The saying was that the land was
so flat, one could see a train coming for days before it arrived, which I could not imagine at all. I had some trepidation about
our move, but on the other hand, it was going to be a new adventure. We were very busy preparing for the move, and the plan
was to drive through Toronto to see family then onward which could take between 5 to 8 days (2,728 Km) before arriving at
our Moose Jaw destination. We had a station wagon; three sat in the back, two in the middle and two in the front, and at times
seating arrangements changed.

The goal was to drive 500 miles/805 km a day. We had books and games to keep us occupied, sang songs, played I Spy,
listened to music, and amused S and L. All in all I remember it being a pleasant trip. The plan was to stop for a picnic lunch
at an appropriate place. Sometimes it didn't work out very well—at lunchtime Mom was on the look-out for a spot, when she
saw something suitable she'd point to it, but Dad would drive right by and respond with—there wasn't enough time to turn in.
Another response was—I just finished passing that guy and I don't want to be behind him again, or—it's too early, or—there
will be a better spot. So, in frustration, she would resign herself to making the sandwiches while we were driving and pass them
onto us for eating. One sure thing we could count on, he would need to stop to fill up with gas, whether he just passed a slow
poke or not. It was interesting to go through all the little towns where we would stop for the night, plot our progress and see the
country. We had a small incident when Dad was bold and passed a cop car. We girls waved when we passed and maybe they
took offence to that, because on went their siren and we had to pull over. They asked Dad a lot of questions and told him to slow
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down, they couldn't issue a speeding ticket, since apparently they were not traffic officers, they were in the process of relocating
prisoners. Having been given the warning, we were then allowed to move on. Two minutes of driving went by and then the
silence was broken when Mom could not resist saying—I keep telling you that you drive too fast. (Whether he was a fast driver,
always going over the speed limit I can't say … since Mom did not drive, he did all the driving. As far as I know, for all the 50
years of driving, speeding tickets never surfaced as a topic of conversation.)
When we reached the prairies and saw the expanse of the sky and view of unobstructed land far off in the distance it was a
revelation and yet the land seemed lonely in want of trees and hills and rivers. When we reached main street of Moose Jaw we
noticed it was at least five times the size of Exeter, plus there were the big two: Eaton's and Simpson's.

The Military Base was a 15 minute
drive to the town of Moose Jaw.
Buffalo Pound was about one hour
away, where in summer, we occasionally went on Sunday picnics
and a swim. Regina was also about
an hour away. (Later the base was
known as CFB Moose Jaw.)

We arrived prior to the arrival of our furniture. There was a motel within walking distance of the Base and installed ourselves
in two separate units. The next morning everybody was itchy, presumably having been bit by bed bugs. Mom was in a panic
wanting to get the hell out of there as quickly as we could manage and even faster. Back we went to Moose Jaw to find new
accommodation. (It must have been a worry that we'd be bringing the cursed bugs on our person or luggage, thankfully that was
not the case.) More trouble followed. I had a massive swelling in my knee, we all got sick from the change in water, and S got the
croup. Still, we managed to do walkabouts on Main Street and by the time our furniture arrived, we were familiar with at least
the shops there and what was available. On the next page an aerial view of the base and the entrance to the PMQ's.
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Glad we were to finally be in a home with all our stuff with its promise of resumption
to a normal life. Initially we were installed in a three bedroom *row house. The base
had a grocery store, movie theatre, curling rink, gymnasium, and very very important
was the scheduled bus service into the town of Moose Jaw - which we three sisters
took advantage of for shopping excursions and social events such as Temple Gardens
where dances were held every Saturday night. By the end of August we were in
readiness to resume schooling and had a sense of familiarity and belonging in our
new environment.
*Seven months later we relocated closer to the bus stop in a larger single 4 bedroom home.
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...you are invited to add a story:
A very big unpleasant surprise was the chilling severity of the cold winters in Saskatchewan. Snow would fall, the wind would
blow, and next morning there wasn't a flake to be found, they all presumably had blown east to Manitoba. On the up side,
though summers were hot, one could count upon their dryness and pleasant cool evenings. Mom kept the house cool by closing
every window and every blind till after supper (there was no air-conditioning in those days).
C choose to attend high school at the Christian convent being taught by nuns. H and I choose the Technical High School. I had
a problem with two girls in my class who were professional bullies. Although they bullied everyone in the class, I was their
favourite likely because I was new and it did not help that I had come from the detested East. They used to ridicule one girl who
wore a body cast, and I decided one day to stick up for her, my thought was at the very least, I could shame them. Because I was
sticking up for someone else, it was so much easier to confront them. It elevated me from being a victim to being a defender.
Then I choose another girl and stuck up for her, then another and the next thing that happened—we had become a group against
the two bullies—a breath of fresh air. The two bullies did eventually apologize to me and I replied, I guess that means you'll
stick up for others who are being bullied!
Two years prior to our arrival in Moose Jaw there had been a 1954 air collision disaster involving an RCAF Harvard trainer and
a Trans-Canada Air Lines North Star passenger plane which scattered wreckage and debris over a three-mile radius in the city's
northeast end. One of the North Star’s engines landed on Moose Jaw’s main street. The fuselage crashed, narrowly missing Ross
Public School where 360 students were attending class. Thirty-seven people died. Fires were put out, bodies were collected and
evidence was gathered from the scene. Despite three detailed investigations, responsibility for the accident was not determined.
An undercurrent of animosity seemed to pervade against the military presence in the city and/or the politicians claimed there
were no economic benefits as a result of the Base. In those days the payroll (salaries) was paid by cash. And purchases also were
primarily cash transactions. Anyway, Dad said that the Commanding Officer of the day asked for the next payroll to contain
only $2.00 bills. In short order, the city was flooded with $2.00 bills. The economic benefit was soon apparent and in effect the
relationships improved between the City and the Base.
Several times during the summer we went off to Buffalo Pound with picnic in tow. I found it amusing that Mom had prepared
unexpected, delectable, gourmet delights and would nonchalantly ask Dad "Would you like a stuffed chicken cream puff?" His
head perked up, in awe of the offering, and in a surprised voice replied, "Yes!". (No doubt she had spent hours in the kitchen
creating these goodies, and from one time to the next, she varied the delectable treats.)
We girls were quite busy involved in many activities such as dating, Sunday choir, babysitting for pocket money, going to the
movies, dances, curling, for a short time we were a sister singing act, H & B (B later became a brother-in-law) were involved in
amateur theatre. There was, within a half-hour walk, a farm where they rented horses and we occasionally went on trail rides.
I don't remember whose idea it was to answer the phone with the phrase: "Walls’ chick hatchery—which chick do you want to
speak to?" At times one needed a respite while on the phone, to head for the bathroom or get a drink, and so we'd get a sister to
hold the phone and volunteer a "yes" or "hmmm" while the guy kept talking till we returned. Because there were few teenagers
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on the base, being a group of three we had influence among our peers. We stuck together, deflecting any criticism which may
have come our way.
Dad went hunting, but for us girls, venison or duck were, to our palates, undesirable.
The stairs going up to the second level of our house were wooden. One day, in stocking feet, I came down the stairs and lost
my balance. I hit the back of my head as I fell and hit my head repeatedly on subsequent stairs as I slid several steps. I lost
consciousness several times as I lay with my spine on the stairs (so uncomfortable!). After some minutes I was finally able to
move from there and go to my bed, likely with a severe concussion. A month later or so I was told by Dad, all the wooden
staircases in the PMQs would receive an upgrade of rubber stair treads. (Months later I was plagued by migraine headaches, but
whether they were the result of my fall is anybody's guess.)
By ourselves, holding to a strict budget, we went to town shopping for summer dress shoes. We fell in love with white 3” high
heeled shoes, priced at 1/3 (×3) below the budget. The savings, we reasoned, would be a plus. And three pairs of shoes that fit
all three of us, each perfectly, seemed nothing less than destiny itself. To secure ownership, we decided to wear them home.
They being used, could not then be returned.
Prepared we were to cajole, plead and rationalize by pointing
out that the new heels were only one inch higher then the cube
heels we’d been wearing. We entered the house, Mom took one
look at us—at our shoes—shocked, her jaw dropped open and
before she could take a breath, we handed her the money saved.

In anger she ranted and raved “Well if your feet hurt it’s your own fault” next “I don’t know what your Father will say". And
summing up with “That’s what you’ll have to wear for every dress up occasion” she grumbled. That penalty pronouncement
had the opposite effect. Being forced to wear our wonderful shoes fulfilled our hopes and dreams!!!
We admired with pride our shoes and our grown-up selves, dressed in circular tiered skirts puffed out with multiple crinolines,
completing the outfit were our slim, sleek matching tops. Preening ourselves we awaited Dad’s arrival. When he entered, Mom
redirected him from his usual change-out-of-uniform routine. “Go in the living room, the girls have something to show you.”
Her tone was charged, yet non-judgemental. All three of us entered the room, modelling and showing off our new look …
his head jerked back, eyes bugged out as he processed; his face froze. Then his jaw ever so slightly dropped; at the same
time he ever so slightly sucked in his cheeks, preventing his lips from betraying a smile. He found his voice and a couple of
noncommittal "aaha, aaha"s escaped, in absence of knowing what his judgement ought to be. He waited for Mom's input. A
few minutes of silence, then "Well I guess I'll go and change now," he said. And so, on the cusp of becoming women, that event
signalled our transition into "coming of age". We had grabbed the moment and won.
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One thing for sure Mom raved about was the Saskatchewan free medical health care which had a huge impact. She also
graduated to an automatic washer and raved about that. Wash day had turned into a push-button affair.
Since the military base provided flight training for NATO Countries, it was interesting to meet and go out with guys from
various corners of the world. And because they were on a course learning to fly, they were only passing through Moose Jaw for
a short period of time. The never-see-again student was an attractive element for casual dating and male gossip had no means
to thrive or influence others, nor did one worry about hanger-on possessive ex boyfriends. After 3 months, they moved on to
the final phase of their training in Gimli and from there returned to their own country. The students were educated, worldly,
obviously self-confident, goal-oriented, and had above average intelligence. Sometimes Mom would send us to the snack bar
to fetch a couple of soldiers to share our Sunday meal. Throughout our dating years Mom's repeated solemn advice was "Don't
marry poor."
While dressing herself for a special event, Mom discovered that, infuriatingly, she had not a pair of nylon stockings to wear.
Disaster when you live in the sticks—a store being an hour away there and back—and the event requiring attendance within
minutes. We sisters managed to find a solution by matching a pair between ourselves and of course had we known would not
have taken her last pair. But then, as a teenager, it would not have occurred to me to think beyond and outside my own pending
emergency, as I helped myself from her drawer, oblivious to the crisis I was creating for someone else.
I don't recall why the topic came up but we were all standing and discussing with Dad the fact we could look after ourselves.
Dad skeptically let out a puff of air dismissing the statement as absurd. C said to him, "Do you want a demonstration?" "Go
ahead," he said with great confidence. She quickly raised her knee to hit him in the groin. At the speed of light, he backed away
doubled over to protect himself. C triumphantly said "See!" He didn't say anything but it gave him food for thought.
Now and then Dad had back problems and on one occasion it was particularly severe. He had lain in bed for a couple of weeks
in great pain showing no sign of getting any better. It was a lot of stair climbing for Mom as she tended to his needs. On top
of that, it was a problem sharing the bed since every jostle caused him additional pain. Finally the base physician decided he
ought to be hospitalized and put in traction. The ambulance parked in the driveway arriving at the door with their stretcher. The
staircase had a 45 degree angle with a spindled opening on one side and wall on the other. That was going to prove a challenge
for clearance when having someone in the stretcher. Further, every movement caused extreme pain. Time was spent discussing
a plan of descent and how they would secure the patient in the stretcher. Successfully Dad was removed and now was being
bundled and covered since it was cold outside and lastly, safely loaded in the ambulance which then departed for the hospital.
Moments later a knock on the door by the neighbour who had come to comfort Mom. She began her sympathies and Mom
responded "I'm so glad he's gone it's been terrible having to go up and down those stairs" and on and on… as she let it all out.
The neighbour was taken aback by the attitude, and then another neighbour dropped in and Mom went on explaining how
pleased she was to have him gone. Somebody asked if she needed help for the arrangements and so on. All of a sudden Mom
realized what had happened and quickly corrected the mistake. They had presumed since so much time had elapsed and seeing
the stretcher entirely covered that he was deceased. He having been placed in traction for a period of time much helped the
healing process and, when discharged, his back was back to normal and he was well again.
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In July 1959, the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh arrived in Moose Jaw by train. The whole town was abuzz. Mom was quite
looking forward to seeing her in person. Fortunately, we had an excellent vantage point.
Dad was given an opportunity to serve in Europe but Mom instantly voiced her veto with the declaration that "she was not
about to leave all her daughters in Europe" so that was that. (We were reaching marriageable age and I did understand the veto.)
Wedding bells were on the horizon. I became engaged and the wedding day was set for April, 1962. Planning for the event
became an ongoing project. So much to do. As it turned out our honeymoon was a trip east across the country all the way
to Torbay, Newfoundland where my new husband, L was transferred to the Search and Rescue Unit. A year later Mom had
delivered her sixth child, a first son, and I came for a visit with my first born to attend the 1963 double wedding of my two
sisters C and H. I was taking the birth control pill which they had not heard about. Both C and H claimed they were going to get
a prescription and Mom was leaning towards doing that herself and then she declared "that means there will be four of us in this
house going against the church to which I replied "when they put up the money and help to raise our children, I might listen."
Mom later shared with me what the priest had said to her about a neighbour who had four children and then two sets of twins.
He questioned why "the couple who ought to practise the rhythm method didn't and why didn't they?" Mom confided to him
that unfortunately the neighbour's irregular monthly cycles rendered the rhythm method useless as a mean of birth control.
Since I left in result of setting up my own nest, my own stories more or less come to an end for Saskatchewan.
Though I was not there, I heard all about the septic tank episode from Dad. They had returned from a camping trip and the
water line, which fed the septic system, needed fixing. To get access to it, he would have to crawl under the trailer. He walked
into the trailer where Mom was cleaning with gusto. He pointed out to her the switch controls and then pointed to a particular
one that she was to push when he called upon her to do so. Pointing to it again he said "this one, not that one". The time came
when he called out to her in a loud voice "push the switch" which she did. An explosion of yelling and cursing, she heard and
ran out from the trailer to see what had caused the great commotion. And there he was —wearing the contents of the septic tank
— covered in s h i t. The sight and methane smell left no doubt she had pushed the wrong switch and emptied the septic tank
by mistake. The next moment she was gripped with fear that he would head into the house to clean up, and ran to bar the way.
"Go in the back. Get the hose" she commanded. He was livid with rage as he quickly made his way to the back of the house. The
event gives a whole new meaning to the saying —"sometimes shit happens."
Dad was a few years from retirement and had a choice to return to the location where he had originally resided prior to
recruitment in the RCAF. He went ahead of time to Montreal to secure their housing, and purchased their first home, a five
bedroom, split level home in Pierrefonds, Montreal. That being secured, their household contents were packed and shipped.
The family departed from Moose Jaw pulling their travel trailer, and headed east to Montreal in the summer of 1966. (I was very
pleased to hear the wonderful news since I lived but a few hours away in Trenton, Ontario.)
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...you are invited to add a story:
As it turns out Mom was quite happy with his choice of housing. Their property had a large pie shaped backyard inviting a fair
amount of gardening and maintenance. Many fond family memories were created in that backyard which had an above ground
pool inviting occasional dips and childrens' merriment and laughter.
At the onset, there was a spoiler dispute with the next door neighbour who owned a dog and refused to share the cost of
erecting a fence. The dog was allowed to roam both back yards leaving undesired poop on Dad's property; further the dog
also urinated upon and destroyed flowers etc. Another problem was the surveyed property line in the frontage, which when
adhered to, resulted in cutting off access to the driveway for this same neighbour. Dad put up a snow fence in the back yard to
address the dog issue and built a retaining wall in the front to prevent the neighbour driving on the grass in order to access his
own driveway. (The city survey had unintentionally disallowed normal driveway access through poor planning.) Dad was a
reasonable person but when he met and delt with unreasonable, selfish people, he was quick to respond in kind.
Four of us daughters had married officers in the Air Force. H was widowed and had returned to the parental home. I was
located in Trenton, C was in Toronto, and S was in Newfoundland, L was on the cusp of attending high school and T was a
toddler. Within a couple of years we three (myself and my two sisters C and S) were residing in Ottawa, a short distance for
family gatherings in Montreal during the holidays. Later my sisters, H who had remarried, C, and myself ended up living as
neighbours in Montreal for a period of time.
Mom was impressed that I had driven myself to Montreal from Ottawa: she thought it phenomenally brave to have done so.
On one of my visits, Dad had been suffering from a lot of pain in his feet to the point that he could barely walk. The story was
that he had seen the doctor, gone to emergency but they had only sent him home. I said "Let me see your feet". I then said "Get
ready we are going to emergency right now". They won't do anything he replied. "Dad we are going to emergency and we are
not leaving until you are admitted, if we have to stay there for weeks I'm prepared to do that." We arrived at the hospital and I
went to the emergency desk and said "My father has gangrene on both heels of his feet, and I am not leaving till he is admitted
and I do not want both of his feet amputated. She tried to put me off and I stated "I'm staying and so is he, until he is looked
after. I am camping here until he is admitted." We did not have to wait long within an hour he had been admitted and was then
scheduled for a triple bypass on an emergency basis. (Working at the senior's residence in Brighton ON, I was familiar with the
condition.)
Ever feeling "less than a wage earner", Mom got a part-time job at Eaton’s, and later a full time job at a nearby dépanneur's subpost office. She much enjoyed having her own funds with the opportunity of acting upon her desire for all the unaffordable
things longed for in previous years. Perhaps they were a paradigm for items long ago desired but long since having outlived
their usefulness. In any event if a tea wagon made her happy, she certainly was entitled to it.
When I was fortunate enough to be my parents' neighbour, we made a foursome at bridge, a favourite card game and played
on the weekend. There were also the visits to extended family members consisting of aunts, uncles, and cousins who had not
been seen for many years. At one point Mom took up the hobby of macramé, later needlepoint, and ultimately through hours
and hours of devotion, created beautiful large canvasses as keepsakes for each of her children. During this time she was going
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through the change of life: the hot flashes were severe. For relief she would run out in the snow and roll around in it to cool
herself. In summer she cranked up the air con and stood in front of it. She had a bucket of ice cubes to crunch on and took it
everywhere she went.
Being perfectly bilingual, Dad claimed he used the English/French animosity undercurrent to his advantage. On one occasion
while in his vehicle he had gone where he was not allowed to be. The traffic officer pulled him over and asked in French "Didn't
you see the sign?" Dad responded in French - "The bloody English! How am I supposed read their signs?" or he reversed it if
addressed in English. Another time he was caught racing against another guy at an intersection and got pulled over. The officer
addressed him in English and Dad's response was to blame the young French cocky driver who thought he owned the place, and
knew everything there was to know, trying to goad and take advantage of old people. I wanted to teach him a lesson they can't
have it all their own way and can't assume they are going to win (Dad had won the race). The cop let him go with a warning.
The story Dad shared with me: The carport cement walls, just below the ceiling, were crumbling from years of frost and ice,
demanding reconstruction. He had avoided the awkward tedious job. He had been planning and thinking about and devised a
means to avoid going up and down on the ladder. A means to load his cement with the least amount of effort. He had shopped
for and purchased a well balanced deep wheelbarrow, to allow the mixing of a large batch of cement at a time. On a fine
sunny spring day, everything was set in readiness for an early start the next day. It was going to feel good to get that job done.
Finishing the first area he stood back in admiration. He moved the ladder, loaded the trowel and up the ladder he went again.
Moments later he lost his footing, fell and ended up sitting in the wheel barrow with all the wet cement. Dangling over the front
wheel were his legs, his shoulders were at the height of the rim and the cement now too at the height of the rim. He tried to
lift himself out, that placed more weight to the front than the back causing the wheel barrow to move forward. Again he tried
without success, forward was his only progress. He hadn't wanted to tip himself and the cement out but finally decided it was
his best option—he rocked, shifting his weight from side to side. He tried again, nothing. Then from his vantage he looked for
something fixed to the garage walls that he could reach and grasp to haul himself out. And there it was—the means of his rescue,
the thick rope on the side of the garage door. He leaned forward to roll where he needed to go. The pool of cement in his tub was
beginning to harden. His skin was beginning to itch from the lye in the cement. Just a few minutes more and I'll have that rope. With
his left hand on the rim he heaved himself up and with his right hand he reached for the rope … yes … he could feel the rope on
his fingertips. He heaved himself up further putting more weight on the rim to grasp the rope. Suddenly the barrow jerked to
the left, away from the rope and traveled onto the inclined driveway. Moments later he heard a car coming down the road. Not
wanting to be found in this embarrassing predicament, he squished himself further into the tub so as not to be seen. Hot was
the sun, and glad he was to have his hat protecting his bald head from sunburn. In the heat of the sun, the cement was crusting.
The lye was itching his skin and turning it red. He decided to make his way to the road in hope of being rescued. Having rolled
himself almost to the end of his long driveway, he found the street had remained deserted. The cement was locking him in place.
His skin was burning. He had visions of camera crews and photographers all wanting to report on the guy who was waiting for
a crew to arrive with jackhammers to liberate him from the cement. And then the vision of the funeral parlor where a special
coffin had been built to accommodate himself and his companion wheelbarrow!
By this time Mom, who had been busy doing her typical Friday vacuuming and cleaning, had noticed that his lunch was
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untouched still sitting where she'd placed it. Concerned, she had looked in the garage, saw the car and the wheelbarrow in the
driveway, his hat there, but he wasn't. She had then peeked around both sides of the house. Then walking inside the garage
she verified he definitely wasn't there either. Stepping out the front she called his name. "I'm here," he said. Scanning around
she queried "Where is here? I don't see you". He put up his hands and waved. "What are you doing in there?" she questioned.
He simply replied "Come get me out of here!" As she got closer she could not help bursting out in laughter—he was buried in
cement and in his position, he looked much like an oversized toddler in an oversized baby seat. She continued giggling and
laughing as he latched onto her, much like a desperate drowning victim. Finally, success! He had been freed from his prison. At
a later time he managed to tackle the garage cement job again completing it to his satisfaction without further incident.
As a hobby, he carved soap stones and completed quite a number of gorgeous wildlife pieces.
While Mom and Dad lived in Pierrefonds two of their children, H and L, were married. Their son, T, eventually moved to
Ottawa.
L's husband was interested in family genealogy and made a point to ask Mom to write down all she knew about her family
history. Years after the fact, those handwritten notes were generously passed to and shared with me and have been included in
this e-book. While my sister C lived in Montreal she conducted genealogy research perusing original documents at the Montreal
archives and shared the research results with me when I myself began, four years ago researching our family tree.
By 1985, H moved with her family from Montreal and purchased a home in Ajax, Ontario. Mom and Dad also sold their home
and relocated from Montreal to Ajax where they purchased a home within walking distance of H. The following year, I and my
family, and L and her family were also living in Ajax all within walking distance of one another. Mom was thrilled to have three
daughters so close by.
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Mom and Dad purchased half a duplex with a walkout basement in Ajax, Ontario. The winter weather was milder than that of
Montreal, with far less accumulation of snow in the winter. Both fall and spring had a longer season. Mom was near her mother
and sister who lived in Scarborough and very happy to be within walking distance to three of her children. Again we played
bridge on weekends when possible. Mom confided in me that having looked back upon her life, the happiest times were those
years we had lived in Centralia. Her children were around her and life was uncomplicated. Her only regret was that she had not
then known they would ultimately be her happiest moments - so she had missed it. As a couple, Mom and Dad certainly had
their conflicts and arguments. They had their challenges raising six children.
Content was Dad who enjoyed having a brightly lit workshop in the walkout basement. As keepsakes he carved a male and
female life sized set of duck decoys for each of his children—a lot of work that was. Golf and the golf range were 15 minutes
away; he daily walked by the lake, sat and enjoyed the wildlife that came and went. Most sadly, by October 1986 Mom was
diagnosed as having cancer shortly before we all attended T's wedding in Ottawa. Within the year, at age 65 on the 18th October
1987 she had passed away. Most gratefully, her suffering had not been prolonged. She is a mother who is missed dearly. My
sister H had always lived near Mom throughout the years, and was Mom's best friend. Glad I am for that especially since I
myself could not always be close by. A few months later I was on the move again, back to the Ottawa area with my family.
Dad had to learn how to cook and keep house. He got along well with L's spouse who lived across the street and spent some
of his leisure time there. Later, Dad had a girlfriend; they travelled and had a good time for a few years. Happy we were for
him that he found someone to share life's moments. And then Dad's memory began to fail and he could no longer function on
his own. Reluctantly he agreed to go to a facility, a couple of blocks away, where he could count upon 24 hour surveillance.
Thankfully, while there he soon had another girlfriend whom he became quite attached to. A few years later Alzheimer's took
over and he passed away at age 87 in 1997, ten years after Mom had died. He was a kind family man, a good provider and a
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good father to his six children. In the majority, my sister H looked after a great many of Dad’s daily needs and requirements
through his declining years. I am most grateful she was there for him especially since most regrettably I myself could not be.
Pictured below is the needlepoint (27 x 33 inches) tapestry keepsake Mom made for me and the ducks and soapstones Dad
carved for me. (All my siblings also were given like keepsakes.)

Thomas W. Walls I
marries in Canada
1905

Workplace Timeline: Thom

Lovell Directory: Text: Walls Thos
1904_1905 not listed 1905-1906 not listed
1906-1907 not listed 1907-1908 not listed
1908-1909 not listed

First appearance in Lovell
Lovell Directory 1909-1910
Alphabetical
Text: Walls Thos, Mach
(Address) 1302a Bordeaux

Lovell Directory 1929
Alphabetical
Text: Walls Thos, mach
(Address) 1692 Cartier
Same 1929,1933,1934,1935

Lovell Directory 1914-1915 Alphabetical
Text: Walls Thos, Mach
(Address) 1278 Parthenais
Thomas Walls II
born 1915

1915
World War I 1914 - 1918

1920

1923 Canadian Vickers
Manufactures aircraft for
Canadian Air Force
(1924 - RCAF Royal Canadian Air
Force)

Vickers Sons &
Lovell Directory 1915-1916 Text:
Maxim (UK) invited The Metal Shingle & Siding Co Ltd
AK Cameron mngr 91 1-2 Delorimier av
by Government of
Canada to establish a August 23, 1916 Notice:
Canadian Division to The Metal Shingle & Siding Co. Ltd
manufacture vessels Until further notice Mr. Thomas Walls, is in complete
for Royal Canadian charge of the plant including lath, shingles, bands,
machine shop, engine room, paint shop, car roofing,
Navy
etc., and all employees will be governed accordingly.

Canadian Vickers Ltd
founded 1911

1925

Mr. Maidment has complete charge of the clips and
Mr. Andre of the shipping, but both will co-operate
with Mr. Walls, and assist him wherever it is possible.
As hitherto the sheet metal department is under the
direct charge of Mr. Bloxham, and this department
will continue to report to his as formerly.
The Metal Shingle & Siding Co. Ltd
Source: Private Collection

1926 Canadian
Vickers owned by
Canadian Investors.

1930
Lovell 1927-1928
Street Directory:
Metal Shingle &
Siding Co Ltd
1235 De Lorimier

It no longer appears
in Lovell Directory

First appearance in Lovell
Lovell Directory 1927-1928 Alphabetical
Text: Eastern Steel Products Ltd
(Address) 1235 De Lorimier
Same: 1929,1930,1931,
1932,1933,1934,1935

mas William Walls I & II
Source: Lovell Directory link: http://bibnum2.bnquebec.ca/bna/lovell/index.html
Thomas William Walls II
is recruited by the RCAF
Rank of Sergeant
Gets Engineering Certificate in
Toronto

Lovell Directory 1935-1936
Alphabetical
Text: Walls Thos, mach
Eastern Steel Prod
Lovell Directory 1938-1939
(Address) 1692 Cartier
Alphabetical
Same 1937-1938
Text: Walls Thos, mach Eastern Steel Prod
(Address) 1692 Cartier, Thos jr mach
Eastern Steel Prod

Lovell Directory 1939-1940
Alphabetical
Text: Walls Miss Mary
(Address) 1692 Cartier, Mrs
Mary wid Thos

1935
Great Depression

Lovell Directory 1936-1937
Alphabetical
Text: Eastern Steel Products Ltd
AK Cameron gen mgr (Address)
1235 De Lorimier
Same: 1938,1939,1940
1941 AK Cameron pres & gen
mgr (Address) 1335 De Lorimier
Same: 1942,1943,1944

1940

Lovell Directory 1942
Alphabetical
Text: Walls Thos, insp RCAF
(Address) 98 Broadway ave (ME) (Montreal
East)
Same 1943,1944,1945,

1942

1945

Second World War 1939 -1945
1944 Canadian Govt. entered into a
management contract with Canadair
Limited, a new company founded
1941 Canadian Vickers awarded by a small group of former senior
Canadian Vickers personnel headed
contract to produce PBV-1
“Canso” amphibians (a version by Benjamin W. Franklin (no relation
of the Consolidated PBY Catalina to his famous namesake). On 4
November 1944, Canadair Limited
flying boat) for the Royal
took over operation of the plant. In
Canadian Air Force (RCAF).
September 1946, Canadair Limited
and the plant were acquired by the
Electric Boat Company of Groton,
Connecticut.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Canadian_Vickers

Thanks to 'C Mc' who had
the forethought to ask
Mom the questions.
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Mom’s 1970 handwritten genealogy notes
transcribed (Translated)
‘Grace’ Gracia Walls {Robert} – (notes transcribed into English & segregated into family names
the Robert family changed residence: 1st Residence: Rue Clark, 2nd Residence: Ave Casgrain, 3rd Residence: (year 1922) Rue
Verville at Rue Durocher, 4th Residence: Ave Bloomfield, 5th Residence: Belmont, 6th Residence: Jean Talon Ave
Mom’s mother was: Amanda Jolicoeur born in 1887 at: Boad a Plouffe, Paroisse St Martin, Quebec Deceased: 23 Feb 1981,
Scarborough ON; Amanda Jolicoeur married in 1904 Joseph Robert, at St. Jean de la croix church, on St. Laurent paroisse St
Zotique, Montreal, Quebec; She was 18 and he was 24, from their union they had 5 surviving children:
Florence Simone Marie Abbott {Robert}, born Nov 1st 1904, Quebec Deceased:late 80’s, Scarborough, ON married Jimmy
Abbott, had 2 girls (twins), Florence who married Barry ??? lived in Scarborough ON, Jacquelyn who married Franky Delayne
lived on farm Uxbridge, ON
Gracia Maria Helena Walls {Robert}, born Jan 3, 1922 Montreal, Quebec, (Deceased Oct 18, 1987, Ajax ON)
Jean Paul, born ? Quebec married Pauline ???
Joseph Aurèle, born 18th May ? Quebec, married Paula ????
Rita Regina, born ? Quebec, married Jean Charbonneau they lived in Laval, had 6 children
Amanda Jolicoeur had one brother, Albert Jolicoeur Julien Jolicoeur was Amanda’s father; Julien Jolicoeur was a carpenter
(menuisier)
He married Estelle Laviolette who had 2 sisters Amanda, Anna & 4 brothers, Prosper, David, Arthur, Adelard
The Jolicoeur’s came from St Martin, Quebec
Julien Jolicoeur’s father was:
Joseph (Tanier Thomas Jolicoeur), a cook in a lumber camp & wood cutter (Coupais du bois), he married Marguerite Dausée .
He had a Sister named: Lisime
The Robert’s came from Laval, Chambly, & previously Hollyoke, Massachusetts
Joseph Arthur Robert born approx 1880: in François de Salle, Quebec married Amanda Jolicoeur in 1904, Joseph Robert had one
brother Louis and a sister, Mary (who married Paul Lachapelle) Mom’s Uncle Paleum, was in fact Joseph Arthur’s Uncle who
had a sister Mili, whose children? were Joseph and Anna (married an Adelard?),
Joseph Arthur Robert worked for the Pacific Railroad transrail during the Second Boer War, known also as the South African
War 1889 to 1902. After that time, he was a **self-employed milkman delivering house to house, then in the 40’s had a grocery
store, then had a concession at Plage Laval serving fries, hot dogs, etc during the summer season.
**self employed according to his declaration on the 1911 Canadian Census
August (Augustin?) Robert was Joseph Arthur Robert’s father, August worked for the boss in charge of the rail tracks (maitre
des traq)
Auguste married a Gosselin (her father Jacques Capney? Carney? Cagney? Gosselin Joachim?

Background June 2014: Though he was accustomed to public speaking, Thomas Walls bereaved husband and our father, gave
the impassioned eulogy, pausing to gather himself throughout.

Eulogy for Grace Walls (Robert)
(b. 3 Jan 1922; d. 18 Oct 1987)

As wife and mother she had worked tirelessly, raising six children, with love, dedication and a consistent, lifetime-priority,
of placing the family above herself … in all things … resulting into – the utmost benefit for her family, hearth and home.

Background June 2014: Info from C Mc: I wrote some of it, but it was also improved upon by B. and J. and maybe N. ( I think he was
there, at least for part of the discussion). We sat in the living room and talked about his life and I put it all together... I thought B was
going to give it, but they all said that I should.... I remember how nervous I was as I’m not much of one for public speaking. I made
some nervous joke while I was reading it and L gave me sh*t after.... oh well.... things you remember eh?

September 6, 1997

Eulogy for Thomas William Walls
( b. September 30, 1915; d. August 3, 1997)

We are gathered here today to say a last farewell to Thomas William Walls. Tom was the sixth child of eleven, and first son born
to Thomas William Walls and Mary Gomersall. They lived in Montreal where a small English community was surrounded by a
larger French population, which is why Tom was so adept in both languages. While growing up, Tom’s father was concerned with
his son being pampered and catered to by six females in the house, and wanted to make sure that Tom would be able to fend for
himself. One day Tom was chased home by a group of boys. His father asked him what was going on, and when Tom told him
he was hiding out, he promptly threw him back out to face his adversaries. Tom learned to take care of himself very quickly.
During his youth, Tom was a strong, handsome lad who helped support the family by taking jobs which included selling hot dogs
and ice cream at the Montreal Royals Baseball Stadium; and selling bananas on the street. Tom also enjoyed an active sports and
social life which included roller skating, horseback riding, skiing and golf, which was a game that came natural to him, and would
eventually become one of the passions of his life. Tom also loved getting into fist fights; and once told me he especially liked to get
punched in the nose. I remember offering .... but wisely decided against it.
Tom began dating Grace Robert a year before the Second World War broke out. Tom and Grace married on November 4, 1940, in
the Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church while in Toronto. They spent the remainder of the war years in Montreal where they had 4
children C, G, H and S.
Having worked several years with his father in a machine shop gathering valuable engineering experience as well as obtaining
an engineering certificate in Toronto, he negotiated the rank of Sergeant with the Royal Canadian Air Force, and joined the war
effort on November 17, 1943. After the war, Tom was asked to remain behind and was made responsible for disposing of all the
warehouses full of air plane parts.
For Tom to remain in the Air Force, he had to move the family to Centralia, Ontario, where L was born, then on to Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan, where he was promoted to the rank of Warrant Officer and over the ten years stationed there, he was promoted to
Chief Warrant Officer First Class. While in the armed forces, he obtained several medals including the War Medal 39/45, Canadian
Volunteer Service Medal, Canadian Forces Decoration and the first Clasp to the CD. Tom had also several opportunities to be
posted to Ottawa to organize special functions for dignitaries and once had the privilege of meeting the Queen for the unfolding
of the new Commonwealth Air Forces Memorial in Ottawa on July 1, 1959.

Tom loved to preside over events such as Sergeants Mess dinners, hunting expeditions, golf and curling tournaments, winter
carnivals, etc., and was a wonderful singer who sang in the church choir. Tom also had the most beautiful handwriting. In 1963,
Tom became a dad for the sixth time, finally having a son, T.
Tom worked hard at providing for his family. He often took his holidays to work part time at Eaton’s during the Christmas season
so that he would have extra money for presents to give to his children at Christmas. He also spent countless hours making toys
for his girls, such as baby cribs and high chairs. Tom also sold Irish sweepstakes tickets for extra money, as well as liked to play
poker, make the odd wager on a golf or card game, and because his luck and skill at these games was exceptional, his winnings
helped supplement the family income.
Tom enjoyed writing and reciting his own prose. He always had a poem to express comical situations, and the family loved to
listen to his latest verse. There were a couple of classics that come to mind including “My Big White Cat” and “Meet me on the
401”. Tom loved to be the centre of attention at family functions and parties, and he thoroughly enjoyed himself. This was in
contrast to his usual quiet demeanour. He loved to pull pranks and jokes on his family, especially his son’s in law. One of his most
“famous” pranks was dressing up in a Town Crier outfit to announce the start of the Wall’s family reunion in 1977.
Tom was able to finish his military career by obtaining a position with the Technical Support Unit at Canadair in Montreal. He
moved the family back to Montreal in 1966. Tom retired from the Air Force on May 9, 1971 having served his country for almost
28 years.
Partly due to financial burdens of raising a family, and partly because he was not a man to be idle, he found employment with the
City of Roxboro as the Superintendent of the Community Centre. He operated the facility and organized numerous events and
parties, including helping with the Wall’s family reunion, and L and my wedding. He was a well liked man in the community and
thought very highly by his employers. This is where I first met Tom, long before I even knew L.
In his senior years, Tom spent his time perfecting his golf swing, playing chess, teaching his daughters and son’s in law a bit about
these games, sculpting beautiful soapstone and wooden carvings, travelling and thoroughly enjoying the finer things in life. In
his last few years he had the rare opportunity to make some wonderful and endearing friendships and considered himself very
fortunate to be able to share laughter, love and comfort with these very special people.
Through the last thirty years of his life, Tom had many ‘close calls’ but was always a fighter with an extreme will to live. He leaves
us his legacy – a marriage that spanned 47 years, which reared five lovely daughters and one strong son who in turn have produced
fourteen grandchildren and four great-grandchildren to date. Tom is also survived by three of his siblings, Mary (Scarborough),
Johnny (New England), and Alex (Montreal).
Tom, Thank you for your lessons on living and enjoying life. You will be missed but never, ever forgotten.

WALLS FAMILY TIMELINE
Memere May 15, 1885 died at 95 Reunion
1971 was 85/86 yrs old
Thomas Walls born
1915 - September 29 - Montreal
Gracia? Gratia? Maria Helena Robert 1922 - Jan. 3 Montreal
Mom & Dad married
1940 Nov Scarborough
C born
Mar. 30/41 Montreal, Quebec
G born
Nov. 12/42 Montreal Quebec

Date
Started school

Date
Started H.S.

Gr 1 - 1946
Gr 1 - 1947

?????
1955

Gr 1 - 1948
1952 K ???

1956
???????

1959 K

1966(Gr.7 Jr. H.) C Aug 17, 1982

?????1968K

????1976(Gr.8)

T birthday March 21

J W birthday Dec
1945

1st child born

Marie Amanda Joliceur Robert

H born
S born
Moved to Centralia-1st house
L born
Mom & Dad Moved to second house
Mom & Dad Moved to Moose Jaw
G married Lou
T born
H & C married
Michel died
Family moves to Montreal
H married to N
Deseronto celeb Memere 85th birth
day
C moves to Mtl
G moves to Mtl
L married C
G moves to Edmonton
H moves to TO
Mom & Dad move to Ajax
L moves to Ajax
T marries S
G Marries W Ajax (lived there fall
1987 till fall 90)
S birthday Jan 24, 1946

Nov. 29/43 Montreal Quebec
Jan. 24/47 Montreal Quebec
1951- (1 1/2 bungalow)
June 1/54 Centralia, ON
1954 Centralia - Duplex (backing on rail line)
Oct. 15/56 (First House - row - moved to 2
storey)
April 23, 1962 Moose Jaw, Sask
Mar. 21/63 Moose Jaw, Sask
July 20/63 - double wedding Moose Jaw Sask
Oct. 64 (H’s first husband)
6/1/1966 (Mom-Dad-H-L-T)
Jan. 27/68 - Montreal
Jul-71
??????
July 1976 (from Ottawa)
Oct. 76
Summer 1979 (From Montreal)
Feb. 85
1986
1987
????87
Easter Monday, May 19, 1989 (Separated
1998)
C birthday March 30

B???
L- 1963, January 6
land
C JUNE 30,1970
T ????

T????

6 - Newfound-

2nd child born

3rd child born

C 1973
D 1965 - July 2 Nova Scotia

M 1971 - June 24 -Ottawa

A Jan. 2, 1973
C 1972
G June 19, 1985

D???

D???

Deceased Family
Michel N (H’s first husband)
L Noel (G’s first husband)
Memere deceased
Uncle Jimmy deceased
Aunt Florence Simone Marie Abbott
(Robert)
Mom deceased
Dad deceased
L deceased February 4, 2013

Marie Amanda Jolicoeur est né 15
mai 1885 paroisse St-Martin, Laval,
Québec, Canada marié avec

Joseph Arthur Robert born Aug 6
1881? 7 Aug 1879? Saint-Françoisde-Sales, Laval, Mtl Qc married 28th
May 1902 Died: 26 Jan 1946 at age
64/65?1951
Marie Amanda Jolicoeur Born 15
mai 1885 Paroisse St. Martin, Laval,
Québec Died: Feb 23 1981 Scarborough Died Age 98 Married 1904?
Age 17?
Aieux.com
french page

Mes Aieux

Quebec records on line

1964 - Oct. Moose Jaw, Sask
1980 - February 29 - Edmonton Alberta (leap
year)
1981- 23 Feb Scarborough (age
1976 - April 9th - Scarborough(at age 71)
B Nov 1, 1904 Mtl Qc Died: in late 80’s?
Scarborough On
B. 1922 Jan 3 Mtl Died Oct 18/87 (Gracia
Marie Walls nee Robert)
Born 1915 Sept 29 Mtl Qc Died: 1997 - August 3 (Thomas William Walls) age 82
4th Feb 2013, birthday June 1

Certificat de baptême
du Québec est né
le née à a épousé
mariée à marié avec
Sexe: Féminin Sexe:
Masculin

free index which gives names, years,
and parishes and is a useful tool for
searching the actual parish records
a free index which gives names,
years, and parishes and is a useful
tool for searching the actual parish
records. PRDH data base

1871 Census search by name
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/
genealogy/index-e.html
LAC 1891 census
LAC Canadian Naturalization database 1915 to 1951.

District: Soulanges Sub District:
Zotique Census:1901 Enum District
K-1 K-2
E Nordland B 2012
V Nordland B Oct 6 2011
Wally Preuss

